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.III FITTO1T

1933 — 1969

I have been asked by Peasiis to write an appreciation of my late friend
Jm ?itton. I am honoured by the invitation; but I v;ish there were
no cause for it.

Jim was not a conventional person, and a conventional obituary would be
out of place0 Those who knew him need no reminding of what he was like;
those who did not wi].1 not be interested, I am therefore attempting the
da’jnting task of trying to sketch for future generations what manner of man
he was: for the day will come when people will want to know, and memories
w1l have faded This is a high ambitic, and I shall fail. But I will
do what I cans

There are two kinds of appreciation, the formal and the informal. Both
can be disastrous. The former encourages the demortuisnilnisi bon
approach, which all too often produces d2._bonis nil nisi mortuurn. Besides,
it is a dishonest maxim, and I prefer the truth. But in tha case of Jim
the two coincide: to search for a harsh word against him is to search in
vain. The informa1. approach, on the other hand, tends to s1ip into sentim—
enta1ity, or at least into Hilda Tabletry. The risk must be taken.

hat I have done is to begin with a biography — and I must thank rs,
Molly Fitton and M Jo Criffith for their help in providing and verifying
information for this section -. a:d than to attempt a series of portraits:
a kind of verbal pho ph a].bm Th order is not chronological, perhaps
not even 1oical But that is how memories come, and I hope that by
juubling the snapohoto I may give some impresirn of the many—sidedness of
Jim’s nature.

James Viilliam Fittci was born in Aidridge, Staffordshire, on April 16th, 1933.
He was educated at Quean Mary’s Graarnar School, :a1sa1l (where, I am told, he
often exchanged glances with another iDupil, Molly Rogers), and at Jesus College,
Oxford. He had, in fact sat for an Open Scholarship in Classics at Oriel,
but was rejected on •the grounds of a Greek unseen, As is the custom, his
papers were handed to a ecc’nd college, Jesus, for consideration; and it was
precisely the sme papsr that secured him his scholarsriip. “The man who
wrote that unseen muat be either an idiot or a genius”, the examiner said;
“we’ll risk it”,, The risk was, of course, amply jusified.

Jim was a cho1ar at Jesus from 1950 to 1954 In “Mods”, the ling’ais—
tic and literary examination which forms the first part of the Oxford Classics
course, he achieved a first class degree in 1952; in “Greats”, the historical
and philosophical examination, a second class in 1954, to the disappointment
of his tutors, who had confidently predicted another first. Six years later,
someone else did just the same — and I remember our reciprocal sheepishness as
we confessed to each other. In his life’s work, Jim brought together all
these aspects of the ancient world - and. particularly the Greek world — langiiage,
1iteature, history and philosophy, and much else besides; but more of that
later. From 1954 to 1956 he was a research student, working for the degree
of B.Phil. in Greek and Latin language by thesis and examination. That is
quite common nowadays, but J5m was the very first person to attempt it, although
the course had been on the statutes for some years. His thesis was on .
Antecedents of Menander, and his supervisor was h.R. Dodds, then Regius
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Professor of G•reek, and. (I should add for the sake of non—classicists) one of

the fnSt living British Hellenists The result was a triumph.

From 1956 to 1958 Jim went through his compulsory National Service, and

shortly after he was, as they say, let out, he married. His bride was Molly

Rogers, whom he had met again years after those first glancos and the
marriage took place in Aidridge, the small town where they were both born.

Jim returned to Oxford for the academic year 1958-9 as a tutor at Magdalen

and St. Catherine’s Colleges, and it was in Oxford that their first child,
Amanda, was born in August 1959. From 1959 to 1961 Jim taught at Bedford
College, London, and in January 1961 their second daughter, Belinda, was born.
Friexis began to speculate whether they intended to work through the whole
alphabet.

Bciir.da was born on the same day that Jim was appointed to a position
in the Classics department of the University of Exeter. At first it puzzled
me that a scholar of Jim’s calibre, with three years’ teaching experience,
and with a major article in a leading journal to his credit, should have been
appointed to an assistant lectureship; but then I remembered that those were
the days when an article cooked up by a leading Exeter administrator and
published in the Guardian proudly divulged that ours was the most ch3aply—run
University in the country. Jim and Molly bought a lovely old cottage in the
village of Sowton - the walks down the lane to Sowton are amongst the most
pleasant oi my memories of my first year at Exeter — and in 1962 Jim was
made full lecturer. In February 1963 their youngest child, Jonathan, was
born at Crediton. (I remember visiting the nursing—home, no doubt looking
somewhat hodragg1ed “Visiting hours are strictly over now”, said the nurse,
“hut after all, since you’re the father ...“)

In 1964, finding that the advantages of th seclusion of a Devon village
were outweighed by the dloaclvanLages, they moved. to 59 Iviarlborough Road., a
spacious and elegant early Victorian house. In mid—February 1969, Jim heard
that he had been appointed to an international research Fellowship at the
Harvard Center for Hcllenic Studies in ashington D.C “A fine compliment
to Exeter”, an American friend wrote to me. Within two weeks Jim ws dead.

I

Jim died on February 24th, 1969, The first reaction of everyone who knew
him was of stunned ircredu1ity The routine business of changing timetables
took one’s mind off what had happc:iod. And then incredulity gave place to
grief. Jjt pupils were downcast arid silent, some on the point of tears.
Then the news spread ou1nide Exeter, So strong was his personality that
even those who had met him only once were shaken: “I was horwified to hear
the news”, wrote one such person, expressing concern for the family as well.
We are all concerned for Molly and the children; time heals, but it heals
slow2.y0

******

During Jim’s first year at Exeter he shared a small teaching room with nn
Ridgvrell, and during his second year with myself. He was, in fact, working
in a space half the size of that laid down as the legal minimum for typists.
Speadng from the experience of four years’ work in such conditions, there
can be no doubt that the infuriating inconveniences and frustrations that
they entailed were made tolerable only by my good luck in having congenial
companions; Jim had strong feelings on the subject too. One of our major
problems was how I could avoid Jim’s feet, which projected some way under
ry desic (we sat facing each other) and which were not particularly petite.
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“Jim Fitton”, wrote a friend at the time, “sounds as though he’s just stepped
out of a novel by Kingsley Amis0 If you put him back into it I suppose you
could have the room to yourself.ni But there were plenty of compensations.
There was, for example, the day that Jim set the plastic waste—paper basket
on fire with a cigarette stub and. we both tried to extinguish the blaze with
the tea’-pot; but for our heroic efforts the queen’s Building might not be
standing today. Then there was his conversation — but I wil]. come to that
in a moment. And he was always doing little odd jobs — introducing me to
my wife, for example.

******

Jim was an enormous man, physically. Not plump, but heavily built, tail —

well over six foo — and as strong as a navvy. He lifted wardrobes the way
other people lift matchboxes. His way of walking, like his way of speaking,
was slow and deliberate; “I would have taken him for a farmer rather than
an acacemic” is a comment I have often heard. Big Jim, vie called him; and
to see his huge figure lumbering down the corridor in conversation with
Professor Clayton was to realize what a marvellous double act the comic
stage had lost. He had the physique of a bully — but I have never known
anyone more gentle. Children loved him. His voice was never raised in
anger. Like everything about Jim, that voice vas unusual. Not that it
was odd, but it had an indefinable character, “Husky, with a faint trace
of a lisp”, someone has suggested; but the truth is that our language is too
imprecise to describe it. No one who has heard it will forget it.

The gen:ble voice and the gentle manner were true signs of the kindest
of hearts. Jim would take the uGLiost pains over the weakest of students —

and the best as well. Innumerable acts ci kindness spring to mind, but
they were performed so quietly and unostentationsly that hardly anyone other
than those whom he helped knew of them. I can only speak of my own exper
ience. During many months of illness, Jim was one of my few regular visit
ors, and his visits were more effective than any medicine. Not long ago he
drove me to Oxford and back — that alone is remarkable enough, as the visit
was far more to my advantage than his - axd I had unexpected difficulty in
finding lodgings for the night. Instead of leaving me to search, as most
people would have done, Jim drove me from door to door until I found a spare
room. Everyone must have such memories — just as often an accumulation of
friendly acts, small in themselves, but none the less an impressive testimony
to his unfailing consideration and kindliness.

******

Jim’s father was Branch Manager of a Co—op in the .alsall area; so I suppose
his political views were to some extent inherited. But to a much greater
extent it was his sympathy for the weak and the underdog, and his hatred of
stuffiness and the “fuddy—duddies”, which led him naturally to left wing
views, In the University of xeter, he counted among the “stuffed shirts”
and “fuddy—duddies” such people as - well, let’s have a lacuna here:
semimortuis nil nisi bonum. Exeter, he would say, was the first place in
which he had lived in which you actually had to apologize for being a socialist.

“His keen eye sees the bent kings
Ploughing the rough furrows
And the lost peoples walking erect
From ancestral burrows”,

he wrote in one of his earlier poems. It is not hard to guess who the
visionary is.

******

Yes9 hi poems. Perhaps it will come as a surprise to many people to learn
that he was a poet. That was one of the things about Jim; he kept whole
areas of himself hidden from the world, The real Jim - but there no



one real Jim: like a].l of us, he was a continuous succession of shifting
personae across a firm scruon of abiding characteristics; and who am I to
sort them out? The “moon—faced clown” (another phrase from his poems) wore
many disguises; but were they all disguises? Jim the ordinary chap who
had no patience with scholarship was certainly a smoke-soreen Jim the
giver of wild parties, Jim the animanaturalt Arianie, Jim the
shrewd judge of character — these were just three of the best-known facets
of his nature. But some obvious aspects of Jim hid other, less obvious
aspects. Under Jim the ingenious punster lay a deep lode of melancholy.
Under Jim the absent—minded (“Sorry I’m late”) lay a methodical scholar who
always kejt his work in faultlessly systematic order. Underneath Jim the
lover of old cars — and unlike so mery ostentatious veterans, that maguific—
ent great .‘ord V8 really was extraordinarily comfortable to ride in; large,
deceptively slow, and easy going, it was an extension of its owner’s person
ality if ever anjthing was — lay Jim the scholar; indeed, one might say
that under that reat Ford V8 itself lay, quite literally, Jim the scholar;
for as he tinkered with it he would be ruminating on the most knotty problems
of Greek lyric. And so, underneath or within all these personae lay Jim the
poet. I have not read any of his poems for a long time, and I am no judge
of their quality; but lines have stuck in my head for six years, which is
certain].y some sort of teat. There are a greit number, some so personal
that flow is not the time to go through them. They vary in quality. “Sammy”
(Pesus 111.13) reads as though Vachel Lindsay had written it to get a
phrase of e,e. cummings out of his head; but perhaps the pastiche is inten
tional, and it is certainly entertaining. “Arethusa, nymph and fountain”,
on the other hand, is most impressive. Jim asked me to set it to music; but
tilonrisic is there already in the words. .ritten, scrapped, re—written,
polished, they must be sifted and printed one day. One will appear in a
forthcomir.g issue of pd.. Plans are in the air for the publication of
an illustrated book of children’s verses.

It was the farewell party for third—year students, and one student had said
hardly a word the whole afternoon. He had never met Mrs. Fitton before.
After a lengthy pause he remarked to me: “Nice bird, Mrs. Fitton”; and
with those memorable words he left the University of Exeter. There was
more in what he said than he meant. Jim chose his wife well, he was a de
voted father, and his family life was a very happy one. “e had some
marvellous years together”, said Holly, “and. now I shall start a new life”.
I know that I speak for all readers of Pegasus, and many others besides, in
wishing her well in her new ].ife, and. in saying that we are delighted that
she has decided to stay with us in Exeter. Is it too facile to call it a
marriage of opposites? Molly’s temperament is very difierent from Jim’s,
but there was a fundamental core of shared values, and like so many “marriages
of opposites”, it worked; the children were brought up in an atmosphere of
joy, love and care - which include squeaking and shrieking and toys and cats
and chaos now and then, thank heaven. Several generations of students have
lodged with the Fittons; they know better than anyone what a happy house
hold it was — and still is — and how good Holly and Jim were to them all.

Jim could talk aboui anything. Sometimes it would be religion; sometimes
it would be old cars; sometimes it would be psyohology; sometimes — though
not often — it would be gossip; sometimes it would be anthropology. The
list is random and incomplete. Jim was fascinated by religion; he was not
a Christian, but deeply interested in everything that religions of all times
and places have meant to man. Anthropology iould be seen from a variety of
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angles (he was no follower of the Jackson Knight light). And all this wouldnot be amateurish fumbling, but informed and. penetrating comment. After hisdeath, several members of the common room uere upset — “marvellous fellow,Jim iitton”, some of them said, “but which department was he in?” Jim couldhardly have wished for a higher compliment to the range of his interests —and. an unintentional one at that. Jim had. a way of talking at some lengthuntil sometimes his listener would wonder what it was all about, and almostlose interest, until suddenly there was a swerve, an illumination, and allfell into place. The slow and deliberate manner of speech to which I havealluded. concealed exact and sharp—edged thought. I can think of no oneelse who could be called. “quietly outspoken”.

Another side to Jim’s conversation was his firm grasp of practicalmatters, useful pieces of information that somehow one had. never comeacross before. For example, on long journies, he would look out fortransport cafes with plenty of lorries parked outside. He knew that lorry—drivers would not choose a poor place, and that what they wanted was plentyof food. at reasonable prices, served. pleasantly. It is obvious, oncestated; yet not many of us would have thought of it.

But it was, above all, his sense of humour that endeared him tocolleagues and pupils alike. Sometimes it would creep into serious discourse, sometimes it would keep going in a seemingly endless give-and—takeof hilarity, where parodies of Sophocles ould get jumbled with old music—hall jokes. Sometimes I felt relieved that we had no custard pies in thehouse. In l92 we wrote a Christmas pantomime together. 1e enjoyed. doingit, hut unfortunately it developed into a tradition and we got more and morestuck for plots each time. Jim’s contributions in conversation weresuperb; the trouble was that he characteristically withdrew some of thebest lines for fear of hurting some individual. I would like to call muchof Jim’s sense of fun “impish”; but have over seen an imp over sixfoot high?

The Classical_Quarter1 is to publish Jim’s last article. The evidence is from Aristoxenus, the fraents of Aristotle, etc. etc. The titleis from a sic—hall joke. The juxtaposition is typical.
******

Only a student can say what Jim was like as a tutor. But I feel sure thatanyone who was taught by him remembers him as thoughtful and stimulating.My own impression is that he commanded universal affection and admiration.Certainly one former pupil has told me that he remembers him above all forhis readiness to help at any time with problems either academic or personal;he would take a real interest in them, regardless of his own time. I havehad dzens of letters from foier pupils, ending more or less as follows:“Please give my best wishes to the department, and especially to the Fittons”.Let his pupils speak for themselves; I shall be very surprised if the nextissue of Pegasus is not heavily laden with letters from those who havewritten to add their voices to mine. “Teaching by Red’orick staff”, a recentsurvey concluded, “is characterless, and because of that unstimulating”(reported in the Guardian, March 22nd, 1969). Jim was a living disproofof such a foolish generalization.

Those who took Greek Lyric Poetry as their Special Subject, and. hisresearch pupils, were obviously the students closest to him. Thinking ofthose concerned, it is clear that Jim was no indoctrinator, no overwhelming master; he allowed each individual to develop in his own way. A reviewof a work by a pupil of the retiring Camden Professor ended: “The book iswritten throughout in Professor Syrne’s imitable style”. Nothing of the sort
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could ever be said of what Jim’s pupils wrote. Yet they have all inherited

one thing from him: a genuine interest and a genuine enthusiasm for their

subjects. It is easier to indoctrinate than to inspire.

******

Jim published only two articles during his lifetime; another will appear

shortly. For bibliographical purposes, the details are:

1. “The Suppliant ‘omen and the Ilerakleidai of Euripides”,

Hermes lxxxviii (1961), 430—61..

2 “Barrett’s ‘Hippolytos’ — a review”, Pezasus viii (1967), 17—43.

3. “That was no lady, that was ...“, Classical quarterly, forthcoming.

(This is on the sex—life of Socrates, in case you are wondering.)

The argument developed in the first article may or may not be right, but

it is a challenging work, full of fascinating detail, which has been un

justly neglected. The review of Barrett has been declared superior to

that by Professor Lloyd—Jones which aparod in th Journal of Hollcnic

Studics. It took him two years to write.

Jim was a fine cho1ar, gifted and. sensitive, with a sharp eye for

detail, and a ranging eye for the general. It even came out jokingly.

On hearing “Homo sum; nil femininum a me alienum uto”, he commented: “I’ll

remember that one - only shouldn’t it be femineum? Isn’t femininum gener

ally the gramrratical gender?” All this with that look in his eyes that

was never the clioh—writer’ s twinkle, but somewhere between a wink1e and

a glint. He was right, of course. Similarly, a flippant example, hitherto

unpublished, will illustrate his skill as a textual critic: “K.R. Popper,

“The Open Society and its Enemies. Vcl. I: The ‘ell of Plato”. A

neat and obvious emendation

As far as prose—style goes, one only has to re—read the review of

Barrett to realise hw well Jim wrote, He knew when to be down—to—earth,

and when to use the telling phrase: the poet’s feeling for language, in

fact. One of his highest terms of praise was ‘a nice punchy style”, and

it is just the word for his article, a pungent distillation of discursive

thought. If Jim thought something ludicrous, fatuous or silly, he would

say so, though scholars usually prefer the oblique or the Housmanic form

of condemnation0 He even tried to bring that superbly expressive word

“soppy” down from the nursery into academic discourse.

At this point, I would like to take a wider view of Jim’s work — to

assess the quality of his scholarship, to give some idea of its character

and vitality, its fusion of fearless but firmly—based speculation, lead

ing to far—reaching conclusions, with an impressive grasp of the tradit

ional literary and linguistic minutiae of our discipline. But I am not

qualified to do so. His research will eventually be published (some

provisional details are mentioned towards the end of this article), so it

will, be far better for the reader to turn to what Jim wrote, and judge for

himself. Instead, then, I will touch on one aspect of his scholarship

only,, taking as my text a remark once mae about Jim by a well-known class

icist: “You have a splendidly open eye for what matters beyond the tram—

lines of modern ‘don’t—be—irrelevant’ approaches to antiquity”.

******

Here is Jim, way beyond the tram—lines and out into some very interesting

country (tram—lines are not noted for the fascination of their routes). It

is his scheme of work on the personality of Socrates, one of four topics

on which he hoped to work in Viashington.
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“1. (a) The sources. The problem of anecdotal tradition.
Aristophanes. Higher scepticism (Chroust) as a response.

(b) The major clash between laudatory accounts and. Aristoxenos.
The reconciliation of the evidence as an alternative to
rejecting inconvenient versions.

(c) The assumptions of psychological probability in modem
accounts. The failure to see that there is something to
be explained in Socrates’ strange behaviour.

2. The oddity of Socrates.

(a) Appearance and. physique.
(b). Auditory hallucinations.
(c Trance—states.
(a Unusual imperturbability. Ineptness.
(e Search for ‘hat words mean. Literalism.

3. Special problems.

(a) Parents and upbringing. Attachment to the mother.
Difficult childhood.

(b) Sculpture.
(c) Social position — his alleged poverty.
(d) Mystical initiation (Charites, Corybantes).
(e) Politics: authoritarian opinions.

4. psychological estimate: the meaning of melancholikos and stasimos.

() Schizophrenic tendencies?
(b) Autistic tendencies. Modern studies of autistic children.

5. Personality and philosophy. The differentiation of Socrates
from the schizoid Plato. (Basic ideas: (a) techne (b) logos
(c) the quest for simeness. Style of utterence: (a) question
and answer. (b) mythical exposition. The ‘blessings of
madness’. eros. ideaL) An attempt will be made to show that
the philosophical contribution of Socrates can only be understood
after a psychological study.

This fresh and excUing project was never realised, of course. Perhaps
its putlication will stimulate someone else to work along the same lines.
But isn’t it splendid to see Jim bashing down traditional and unnecessary
walls between disciplines and preparing to throw light on to an old. problem
from a new angle?

hat Jim published during his life—time is only the tip of the ice—berg.
.hy did. he publish so little? There are all sorts of reasons. It took
him years to think over his ideas, to collect the primary sources, and to
evaluate the secondary; the notes would accumulate, the files would swell.
He was both diffident about his abilities and. a fierce critic of his own
work. The inadequacy of the Exeter library is a notorious scandal. He
spent hours on his pupils’ work rather than on his own. He was subject
to fits of black despair, in which he would declare that hardly anyone at
Exeter had the least interest in what he was working on. (He was probably
right) The American Fellowship would have been a godsend. “At last”,he
said to me, “I’ll be able to get out all my little old scribbles and fit
them together”. Then he added, characteristically: “Of course, perhaps
they will turn out to be just little old scribbles that won’t fit. Then
I’d know”.

******
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unpublished, work, as I have already hinted, was considerable, and in
perfect order. It was generally agreed that we should publish as much of
it as possible; but the credit for suggesting that it should appear in book
form, rather than as a series of articles, goes to John Glucker. I am de
lighted that Nr. John Griffith, who was Jim’s tutor, has agreed to be editor.
“I would gladly do anything in my power to help in the preservation of :1iat
I am sure includes much that should not be allowed to vanish”, he has written,
with characteristic generosity. Plans at this stage are naturally fluid —

we do not even know yet ::hether we have one volume or two on our hands - and
the choice of publisher has still to be made. It is no easy task to go
through twelve years’ research, but as things stand we believe that we can
certainly publish (in addition to reprinting the three articles listed
above) at least a lecture on Greek Dance, on which John Covrell is working,
a brief article on Euripides’ aeolus, on which Celia James will be working,
a longer article on Aeschylus and Sicily, which should keep me occupied for
some +j an article on the pyrrhic dance, another on the ritual of hair—
clipping, and possibly certain portions of Jim’s thesis. John Cowell re
cently made the important discovery that a number of files on the Hippolytus,
which had been taken as preliminary notes towards the Pe;asus review, in
fact contain a very large quantity of later work on the play. There is
much that is not yet kno.m: what was the extensive collection of notes on
ritual intended to lead to? It looks as if they cannot be b,ought into flub—
lishable shape, and will have to be filed for reference. Jill it be poss
ible to reconstruct Jim’s views on lyric metre, which I understand were rev
olutionary, and to which he devoted so much of his life? I hope so, but Lear
not. It will be slow work, and in places difficult; but Jim has got a dis
tinguished and enthusiastic editor, and a conscientious group of sub—editors.

******

No one can accuse me of breaking my promises. I said that this appreciation
would be inadequate, and so it is. If anyone would like to remedy any of
its deficiencies, I am sure that the editors of Pegasus would be glad to
publish their contributions. I see, for example, that I have not even men
tioned his rose—red jacket, twice as old as time. There must be many more
such omissions.

That thing about “hom the gods love” is of course an insult to a fuicly—
uuddy, not an epitaph on a young man. Even if it were an epitaph, it would
be a singularly inept one for this senseless mars acerba. There is little
consolation, except that his life was happy and his death neither protracted
nor painful. ie must do what we cane his papers must be published, his
family cared fore But there will never be another Jim. Perhaps the most
fitting epitaph is the last two lines of the Hippolytus, adopting Jim’s men
emendation:

-c’j y?p eyXwv F,Lc tE’i

cpr”ct icJXo’ c’xoua.

“Great characters get their due mourning; it is their reputations that have
the greater hold”.

DAVID HARVEY
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“7HETHER ‘TIS JOBLE’ . •

Some thouits on the fate of Sophocles’ ijax and Euripides’
Herac_witcial reference to the question of suicide.

The plots of Sophocles’ Ajax and Euripides’ Heracles Furens have
several points in common. They both concern a hero, renowned for his
physical prowess, who is driven mad by a god and in his madness commits
acts of violence which place him in an intolerable position on regaining
his sanity. He contemplates suicide; his friends attempt to disuado
him. But the ways in which Sophocles and Euripides tackle this situa
tion are radically and significantly different.

Sophocles starts with his hero already degraded by madness and his
play concerns Ajax’ and others’reaction to the ruin of his honour as a
hero, and his reinstatement after his death. The Athenians who watched
the play worshiped him as a hero. There is a feeling of inevitability
about Ajax’ progress towards death, with his character as Sophocles
portrays it; the idea of Ajax deciding to live seems in the context of
this play dramatically intolerable; the only ‘surprise’ is the attitude
of Odysseus, for which we are carefully prepared in the prologue. This
indeed is Sophocles’ usual way of working, as opposed to Euripides who
likes to surprise his audience with unexpected events. Sophocles has a
feeling for the magnificence of the old—fashioned hero that Euripides
does not; “men as they should be” in fact, as oposed to “men as they
are”. Ajax is harsh, vengeful and displays thatUPLc which angered
Athena and caused his destruction. But he has real stature; and one
need. only read the Iliad to see that modesty was not usually a Greek virtue,least of all in the heroic world to which Ajax originally belonged.

The parallels between Sophocles’ Ajax and Hector have already beenobserved Sophocles touches it explicitly when he refers to the fatal ex—change of gifts, Hector’s sword kills Ajax ard Ajax’s belt helps to killHector. The scene’ on the walls of Troy between Hector, Androache andAstyanax yields to the same emotion as does Ajax - honour is moz’e important than life or dependants, however dear. Ajax desires death, but healso believes that it will go some way to retrieving his honour.

Yet this Homeric character cannot fit into Sophocles’ world; theincreasing fear of upc andthe p36oc 2 of the gods, the developmentof city life and what Adicins calls the “quiet virtues” as opposed to
military prowess, made Ajax a kind of dinosaur in 14th century terms
Odysseus’ recommendation of moderation and caution for weak man in theface of the divine, is put forward as the attitude proper to contemporaryman.

Heracles’ madness and its sequel occupy less than half of Euripides’play. Herac].es comes to save his dependants froi the clutches of. thewicked tyrant after a build-up culminating in the description 7Id AL.Cpcc ji oEi oD’ o6’ucTEpoC. He appears in his full might; al—thoui he boasts — he claims not to care if the whole city saw him, butadmits he had the sense to enter secretly (595—6), he is indeed capableof superhuman effort: the Chorus have just given an account of hislabours, and he goes on to kill Lyous. It is not his character thatbrings about his ruin, though his natural violence may contribute to it;Hera’s malice is caused by his very existence.

Ajax exhibits no real change of character; he moves from lyric despair to resolve, from which he is not shaken; the speech 640—91 revealsperhaps what he ought to do, but what he as Ajax could never do. Heracles

I
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however at the end of the play bears little resemblance to the confident
superman who appeared to saie his family in the nick of time. But he

learns to accept his fate in the way in which ajax could not. It is the
final reaction of the protagonists to their intolerable position which is
of the greatest interest in showing the contrast of the dramatists’ idea.

The parts played by the gods in the two plays are typical of their
authors’ attitudes to the Olympian religion. In ‘Ajax’ the gods are
accepted and respected; Athene may provide an unpleasant picture to mod
ern sensibilities as she teases Ajax to entertain and instruct her favour
ite Odysseus; but mercy was never a characteristic of Greek gods, and
her attitude is simply that of offended. divinity. Ilan is not expected
to have the same feelings about the case as god; there is too strong an
implication of “my turn next?” For god to be proud and man to be humble
is the order of things, but it is an order; Ajax is being punished for
his conceited rejection of Athene’s offer of help, for behaving as if he
were more than man. Humanity — xop C>L (126) is weak and ignor
ant and. must submit obediently to divine will, In the uncertainties of
human life the safest path is that of pPOfl (11.118—133 ).

The gods of the Heracles Furens embody some of Euripides’ most ex
plicit condemnation of the Olympian religion. The divine blow upon
Heracles differs from that upon Ajax in that he has done no wrong: it
is his very birth that Hera objects to (1263—4):

Zcöc 6’ — Zc — OiLC yEU’OO

The attitude of Iris leaves the divine motives in no doubt; her
cruelty revolts even Lyssa, who as ‘ITuoc cXaLc ;apSc’ might be
expected to have a merciless attitude. No moral can be drawn from Hera’s
behaviour; Heracles has done no wrong, committed no act of u3P..c he is
c EpyE’cic 3pooci. a. a.c cpCoc “(1252) and their mighty friend”.

It is rare in tragedy or the tragic hero to Dontribute so little to
his ovrn fate; Oedipus of Oedipus Rex is the nearest parallel, and he
is helpless before the orking of an impersonal fate and not a malicious
goddess.

Heracles is less responsible than Ajax for the atrocities committed
in a state of madness; Ajax intended murder and. was led to vent his rage
on beasts instead of men; Heracles was innocently sacrificing after kill
ing a real foe, the brutal Lycus (and no one, certainly no Greek, could
doubt the rightness of this act) when he was struck with madness; only
after he loses his reason does he become violent. hether in a state of
sanity he would have liked to kill Eurystheus’ children remains problem
atical; one cannot convict him on such slender evidence.

It is perhaps the attitude to suicide in these plays that provides
the most interesting contrast. Most of the Ajaxf revolves around his
death. Suspense is built up as the Chorus and Tecmessa attempt to dis
suade him, and he deceives them, presumably to be alone when he dies0 But
no one can tell him that death will not provide a solution to his state of
dishonour, their pleas are all personal; he is asked to live for the sake
of his dependants, not for himself. One may compare ‘Hippolytus’ 305—9,
where the Nurse warns Phaedra of the fate of her children if she dies,
ra.her than speaking of her act as wrong in itself. Indeed the Chorus
are resied to his death (635)

XpE Caci yp 6q

oç ;• ctpc -j’jC

e>, Ecoç aLE L.
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It is better that he should die, because he has bahaved in a way unsuited
to his noble breeding; they are agreeing with Ajax’ own feelings on
the matter. He must, he says (4c9)t!&xx’ xaXc xaXL ‘CE)flXC1.
He must do something to show his father that he is not ciaixoc (471)
“gutless’t. The first thing that occurs to him is death against enormous
odds; to go and fight single handed against the Trojans. The Spartan
Aristodemus at Plataea attempted to regain his honour by this method; he
had escaped alone from Thermopylae, and tried to rid himself of the ais
grace this had. incurred, by fighting and dying with reckless courage
(Herodotus IX,7l). Aristodemus, and Herodotus himself, clearly consid
ered that this was a fair atonement; but curiously enough the partans,
arhether this was their usual practise or whether they were exceptionally
angry with the unfortunate Aristodemus not only refused to honour him as
the best fighter, because he had deliberately courted death, but ga e
him no special honour at all. This objection is nothing to Ajax; he
must decide against dying in battle because this would aid his enemies,
the Atreidae, and eventually decides to die alone on his own sword; this
must be as a death as he can find. In life he can only find, hatred
and scorn from his fellow beings; it isap he says, to desire life
which only means misery. To this the Chorus’ reaction is basically agree
ment; his speech is not but true to himself, the self which
is noble and which he left in his madness (635—40).

Indeed the preservation of honour is a common motive for suicide.
One may compare Phaedra,Hiop. 329 -

o ‘-o Pc’ FpQL ‘11LT;’) sCpE
and

2C7 y. ‘t’ & cXwc
7 iOC’ cEc p,C’J 71 LOL cce’øi.. LOU

Elsewhere the method of deati is important; Helen 841
c o xa UEL’

That this was something of a cliche is shown oy Aristophanes’ ‘Knights’
produced some years earlier than Euripides’ ‘Helen’. The two slaves dis
cuss suicide, 11. 80 ff.

“c\Aa sxoac
cauC Pa” and decide drinking bull’s blooci, as

Themistocles was said to have done, would be the best method. It is inter
esting that the scholiast says that line 83 is adapted from Sophocles’
‘Helen’ and quotes

fr. 663 Io X;CtO\ cc411 pEO’ 711.CtV

>a y 7tXCouç ô’ x’J outCa

The idea of winning glory by the very act of suicide appears in
uripide& ‘Suppliants’ in the words of Evadne, Certainly she is driven

mad by grief for her husband Capanens, but she is only carrying to excess
the ideas already referred to above. She claims to be xaXXLxOC
and. surpass 7tc ‘ua.Zcc. (1061) not in the womanly virtues of house—
craft or good sense, which her father mentions,5 ut in i.e. in
the physical courage suited to a man, not a woman , and which her husband
possessed. She will east herself on to his pyre and die beside him, so
that (1067) a-cc ‘tpyecuC The Chorus’ reaction is that it is
a and that her father has suffered GxtXLa and is
but there is no reproach levelled at vadne herself because of the nature
of her deed..

Thus during the fifth century suicide incurs no moral reproach and.
may well be c6Xoc. I cannot find such an example of suicide to save thereputation or enhance it in Homer, suicide is in any case rarely mentioned,and then usually as a sudden wish in a moment of violent stress; ‘chen
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Achilles hears of the death of Patroc].us, Antilochus holds his hands
lest he should harm himself in his agony (Iliad XVIII, 32ff) and
Odysseus when his comrades loose the winds which were tied up in a

bag and cause a terrible storm contemplates jumping into the sea, but
decides to stick it out (Odyssey X 49 ff). Ajax’ death is mentioned

in Od.XI; the manner of death is not given, but it was due to the
award of arms, so that suicide because of slighted honour is a prob
able assumption.

Ajax dies because life no longer has any value for him; but in
his final speech he takes the opportunity of cursing the Atreidae,
calling upon the Erinyes; he hopes to harm his enemies in death if
not in. life. This recalls the death of Epicaste in Odyssey XI
‘‘ (Cuclipus) &Xyca xt OtGO -

TtOXXa. ctX o aca -tc ypoc Epuc EXtCXCOUGL\’.

“She left a great many sorrows behind for him, such as the Erinyes
of a mother bring to pass” and Eurydice in ‘Antigone’ who dies curs
ing her husband. So it seems that a method of naming your enemies
is to die with a curse; the death, because they have driven you to
this extreme, will make the curse more effective7. The dead can invoke
the grim powers of the underworld, the horific Erinyes of the ‘Eumenides’8.

In however, the enemies of Heracles are not mortals
but gods, and he oannot harm them by suicide and a curse. This must
be what Theseus is thinking of:

1241 Here oiY?ip po;cct ae’ at\)Et.’’.

Thes. oxtc Xe5\ )e -u

Jevons9 and .Iestermarck-0 suggest that there may have been a gen
eral fear of the ghosts of suicides in Greece. Aesehines In
Ctesiphonta, 244 remarks that the bodies of suicides in Athens had
the “hand that did the deed” cut off and bt’ried apart. It is sug
gested that this was done to render the ghost harmless, to make it
incapable of taking vengeance on those who drove it to die. Jevans
compares old superstitions and customs in England and Germany, in
cluded the cutting off of the head or hand from a body to prevent it
from becoming a vampire, and suggests that the same motive holds good
of classical Greece.

Of vampires in the exact sense I can find no trace in classical
Greece. The ghosts of the dead are feeble creatures in Homer, and
such they seem to remain generally. It is not ghosts that people
fear, but their agents the Erinyes, and these are indeed varnpies;
Aeschylus’ ‘Eumenides’ 183ff and 264 if present them drinking blood
from their victim and draining all his strength. C].ytemnestra does
not haunt Orestes herself; she merely urges on her avengers with
angry words. Rohde holds that the Erinyes were originally in fact
angry ghosts, but this has been disputed; their function is not res
tricted to avenging the dead, though it is in this context that they
most commonly appear12. The keres-3 appear in the ‘Shield of Heracles’,
which if not Hesiodic is presumably fairly early, as drinking the blood
of those who fall in battle; they are under the control of the Moirai,
and in the Theogony are children of Night, as the Erinyes are in
esohylus. Various bogies or underworld spirits, such as Mormo, were
supposed to bear off children; in Aristophanes’ Frogs Dionysus (and
Xanthias) express great terror when they think they encounter Empusa,
a monster who constantly changes shape. When Odysseus visits Hades
(Odyssey 11) he finds the gibberirig ghosts ‘creepy’ but his serious
fear is that a monster may appear (634—5) iot rop(cc ,cXiIJ

V)flLO 7TEXpOU h ‘AC6uj ic’ &‘ya flcpoEc3c But are these crea—
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tures ghosts of the dead? The only one for which I can find evidence
is Gello, mentioned in Sappho, — Zenobius says that she died young
and takes other children with her. If this is so, it is an example
of a “ghost” proper, but it is a special case.

Ghosts were certainly abroad during the third day of the Anthesteria,
and cathartic measures were taken such as smearing door posts with
pitch, but we do not know precisely what was feared. The only classi
cal example I can find of a ghost doing ito own avenging is in Plato
Laws 865 D-.E. “It is said that he who dies by violence .... is angry
with the killer when he is newly dead, and troubles the killer as he
has been troubled by him”. A penalty of a year’s exile for iroluntary homicide is prescribed. This implies a local visitation 4; if
a oç is killed, the killer must keep away from hj homeland for a
year. The Erinyes are not local; they pursue Orestes to Delphi and
Athens in the Eumenides This strongly sugests that the ghost of
the dead. man is meant. Electra and Orestes cummon Agammemnon to aid.
them in their vengeance, and beg earth to’send him up to watch the
battle (487)’: his aid is required in person. In the same day Orestes
describing his reasons for vengeance speaks of the threats he received.
in the event of his not avenging his father; horrible diseases would
be sent out of the earth as well as the rinyeo: the ghost is po:rer—
ful. But a most interesting point concerning the question of the mutil
ation of a corpse is the fact that Agamemnons body has been mutilated
(433—42); Rohde discusses this practise of OaXL.G6c of viotLns15
by murder so suggests that it was to prevent the ghost from taking ven
geance.

It seems not improbable that this was the primary cause of the
mutilation of corpses, though by classical times it has been largely
forgotten or buried. The ishonour suffered by the dead is the cause
for complaint in the ‘Choephoroe’: had Againemnon died a dignified
death at Troy and received honourable burial he would be a ruler among
the dead (344 ff.) implying that now he has no honour in Hades. One
must not forget that the dead. were believed to continue to bear in Hades
the wounds which the body had suffered, and mutilation was also a method
of making the after life unpleasant. Aeschylus anyway does not suggest
that Agamemnon’s powers of vengeance are (or are hoped to be) curtailed;
they exist in Orestes (and the rinyes). Similarly the severing of a
suicide’s hand might originally have been a protcction against ghosts,
and later have been given another, more moralistic explanation.

Aeschines in the passage referred to above is thinking not of
ghosts it of exile. By honouring Demosthenes, he says, you leave
yourselves and those wha died in battle for you unavenged. But you
punish h exile pieces of wood, stone and iron which have killed some
one, 1(L EV ‘L -rjv >tpc ‘ouo 7pccct’
xpwpLc ‘o actoç To.c\’ ... “ we bury the hand apart from the body,
“exile” it in fact, as though it were an independent being that has
attacked the rest of the body. That this idea did exist seems likely
from the ‘trials’ of inanimate objects for homicide.

There is little explicit evidence of a general religious horror
of suicide. The Chorus on first hearing of Ajax’ intentions say (362—3)

piwa pcL ca)c KGX(5 ÔLôoiç
cscoç tXso -co t atrç

“Hush do not add ill to ill and make the pain of your ruin worse by
its cure euy cpwet. is a religious expression, requesting someone to
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refrain” from impious and ill omened words. But there is no more in
the sams vein. It seems that Phaedra’s suicide excites the same feel

ing in ‘Hippolytus’:
814 Chorus cCuc, &cvota’

‘E OU1(OP XCPOC
L.GjcI. IEXEaC

“Having died violently and by an unholy mischance, the struggle of

your own hand”.
here seems to refer to her act of suicide. But again no one

enlarges on this aspect. Lines 1212—13 in Heracles Furens are compar

able to the ‘Ajax’ verses.
Amph. ópc5i)0\) o’ &\i6oLo &E,yeL

XG) OEXW XGOLc auVthCT,

suicide here is clearly condemned as oai.ov. But Theseus uses ethicl

not religious grounds to persuade Heracles to live.

Really explicit condemnation from a religious viewpoint appears
in Plato, Phaedo 61—62, where it is attributed to the Pythagorean
Philolaus. The idea is that the gods are our masters and we should
not try to escape from our “pDst” (or “prison”, cppoup) on eartli.
“ o &topptoi.ç Xeyoi’oç itept ctt’ Xóyoc, ic
(2P0uPc GtE\) O Cp7tOl XC 013 oct. Oi Ec1YCOV X C1C XtEL.’J oi3’

TtOO t.Opcaxc t.\i’.

“They have a saying among their secret doctrines, that we humans
are in a sort of garrison post, and must not release ourselves from
it not run away”.

That this much was genuine Pythagorean ioctrine is confirmed
by Clearchus on Euxitheus the Pythagorean in Athenaeus IV 157c and
Cicero also mentions the idea. \Jhether Pythagorean beliefs were
seeping into the thought of fifth century Athens, whether this be
lief was in fact based on a popular feeling that suicide was
or whether the two things are completely independgt, I cannot say.
Perhaps the bodies of suicides incurred pollution ; at Thebes
they were deprived of funeral rites, and in Cyprus left unburied,
but this might, as the old Christian ban on burial in consecrated
ground, be a case of the community rejecting one who rejected it. But
ther’ is no sign of the horror which attended murder of kin, even if
Plato (Laws, 873) puts his laws on suicide immediately after his laws
on the slaying of kinfolk as a murder of”t ôè Oj 7tW’J OEtk5CCO cXt
Xcy6icvov pCXt-o’. It might be significant th:.t “cio>t.p”
can mean ‘murder of kin’, or ‘murder of self’ (or even ‘murder with
one’s own hand’) when the messenger in ‘Antigone’ says (1175)

Mess. au’CocL.p 6

The chorus ask t6CpcC pcc ‘ tp?c cCac cp6c
There is no special word for suicide; to make the meaning explicit
one must say (1177) “a13’c itpc coi3.”. This speaks of the import
ance of the family as a unit, as opposed to the individual; one’s kin
are “cuoc”. But one must not push this line of argument too far;
self.-murder may be unnatural but it does not incur such penalties
as killing of kin.

The only way that the suicide could be punished (excluding
deterrent measures taken on the dead body by disapproving human be
ings) is in Hades Life in the Homeric underworld is certainly de
pressing; it is better, says the ghost of Achilles, to be the serf
of a poor man on earth than a ruler amDng the dead, and this is no en-
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couragernent to anyone to leave life. But actual punishrent is only
meted out to notorious characters such as Sisyphus and Tityos. It
might be remarked here that Virgil gives suicides in Hades a gloomy
life such as Homeric ghosts lead, and feelings about it like those of
Achilles; (vi 436—7) “quasi vellent aethore in albo nunc et pauperiam
et duros perferre labores”. This is a strong warning against suicide,
but no actual punishment is given to them. They are not sent to
Tartarus or Elysium. In Plato Republic 6l5c great penalti.es are all
otted to those guilty of dishonouring gods or parents or ° °X”P° C0\)OU,
but this vague term, as I have explained earlier, may only mean “murderwith own hand”.

Adherents to various mystery religions, such as Orphism, had
different views about the after life, expressed by the Orphics asarHia. the body is a tomb. If the soul is only really happyon quitting the body, why should you not release it at once? This
question clearly occurred to the Pythagoreans, and their answer is
given above in the passage from Plato’s ‘Phaedo’. One does t hear of
fanatical adherents to mystery religions killing themselves when lifebecame unpleasant, and. it seems reasonable to suppose that a ban for
some such reason was generally accepted among them. Socrates in
‘Phaed.o’ extends this idea to ‘philosophers’ in general18. Suicidewas in Pythagorean belief actually punished in the after life — the
man who “releases” himself receives 7XECOUO(. X ZiECE,OUOL 161C Au:cc.

Neither Ajax nor Heracles think of the after life when they contemplate suicide; the after life that they will find must be assumed byth’ spectators to he of the Homeric kind.

In Plato Laws 873 C—D, suicide has become a moral rather than areligious problem, though he instructs relatives to take advice oncorrect rituals. The ban is not absolute, as religious bans tend tobe; it depends on circumstances whoever kills himself neither underorders from the state, nor compelled by some intolerable misfortune,nor falling into some disgrace that is unbearable and beyond remedy,but from cSpyLq à ;ct c’vôpCac ÔEL.XCq, is to be buried in a solitaryunnamed tomb in a lonely place. “Orders from the state” probably meansstate execution; the prisoners had to drink the hemlock themselves.The other reasons are more interesting and would give difficulty inpractice; CtVXu\ is especially interesting as a reason and would excuse a large number of legendary suicides, presumably including Ajax.If these excuses do not apply, the suicide is guilty of “laziness andunmanly cowardice”. As far as it is possible to ascertain, this ideafirst makes its appearance in Euripides’ Heracles. Theseus sets inopposition to Heracles’ despairing desire for death no religious objeo—ticn, but (l248)”ei.picc ux&toc $ptou X6ouç”, a contrast to theChorus in Ajax, who find his speech in favour of suicide suitable tohis iob1e birth. Of course, Theseus throughout uses Heracles’ heroicstatus as a means of persuading him to live, for this is his most important characteristic, and the reminder of Heracles’ former staturehas a dramatic effect. But when everything is taken into account, itremains remarkable that Theseus can stigmatize suicide as cowardly andvulgar, and Heracles accept this, (l38) ii ôXCa.’’ i3cpXw t’qoc. Theseus is a “good” character: a faithful friend, a sensitiveman and the bringer of the solution of the drama, a sort of homo exmachina. His statement that pollution cannot pass from friend tofriend and that gois cannot be polluted might be ideas which Euripidespersonally wished to introduce into the drama. Theseus’ dramatic
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function is somewhat similar to that of Odysseus in the a

Gu9pm’ who proposes a non-violent solution from a deeper under

standing of the human position.

Concerning the gods he advises refraining from bold words

(1244), since this only causes trouble, and cites their example of

continuing to live unashamed in spite of their crimes. (Like

the Nurse in’Hippolytus’, this test is scarcely edifying and

looks like a sophistic common place. Heracles expressly rejects

it as an excuse. (1340 ff)). But Theseus appeals mainly to the

opinion of men (l2524).
Theseus: epytr)C, 3poSLGL xat. Icyac pCXoç

Heracles: Cô’ oio eEXOuaL p’, axx’ eHpa ,cpcd.

Theseus: oix t’ a’ &‘axot&’ zXXèç &afCq Sc”eiv.
(rfhes. The benefactor of mortals and their mighty friend?
Heracles. They cannot help me at all, but Hera rules.
Thes. Hellas would not allow you to die in a stupid way.)

Theseus ignores the mention of Hera and concentrates on human

opinion, and this is what persuades Heracles. His suicide cannot
affect his enemy Hera nor his supposed ally Zeus (as Ajax hopes his,

by his curses, may affect the idae); men would think it &aa,
a word. which often refers to the ignorance of the common people,
like aypocoç, So in ft. lQ7QN2 whoever aises suicide as an
escape from sorrows Ox EJ aOSOGCJ cT’J. “

But if suicide is unheroic, what is the alternative? There is
no spectacular way for Heracles to regain status. All his labours
will now be useless for this and he will be accursed in Greece where
he was once acclaimed (1300). Great deeds are useless merely if one
does not continue them, says Odysseus in uripides’ ‘Phi octetes’.

789N2 S;c’w’J 6xW u\ CXCL. XPL
xat OC 7tOUCG O)X CYOOU!aL 7tO\OU.

and both Ajax and Heracles have, they believe, lost the reputation
gained by their 7tJoL. by the deeds committed in their madness.

The only alternative offered to Heracles is that of cluiet en
durance, of inactive retirement His isolation is overcome, as
Ajax’ is not, by Theseus’ generous offer of a home, and ‘:ith the
mental anguish remaining he decides it is braver to live. The en
durance of suffering remains one of the later Stoic doctrines; the
Stoic attitude to suicide was ambiguous. It might be the bravest
way out of an insurmountable difficulty, or aid country or friends
(Diog0 VYI 130, Muson. in Stolb. Floril,) — here one might think
of cases of self—sacrifice in Euripides — and Seneca thinks it
best if old age is affecting one1s mental capacities. But sometimes
endurance is right and suicide is cowardly, e.g. Plutarch, Cleomenes
314 — 6. Cleomenes and his friends only kill themselves when there
is no hope left. Epicurus in Cicero de Finibus I, 15,49, and Sen
eca Epistoles 12,10, recommends suicide when life is miserable, but
in Epistoles 24,22 Epicurus is quoted as attacking those who seek
hastily to end their lives as much as those who sek to prolong them,
and when. Djodorus committed suicide (Sen.Vit.B,l9l) doubt was ex—
pressed as to whether Epicurean doctrine allowed it. Thus in later
times interest in te moral question of suicide grows; and among
the Romans, particularly those of the empire, it was of course much
more common.
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Life can hold no happiness for Heracles; and Ajax rejects
this kind of endurance as caxp6’, (473—80) ‘to lengthen out life
when it brings no change from ills” But Heracles is willing to
live thus to show his courage.

This story of Heracles’ madness and end seems peculiar to
Euripides. The more usual story gives the labours as penance
for the murders, and Heracles usually dies on the pyre and is
translated as a god. Sophocles does not give the deification
in Trachiniae, but he gives the pyre and endows it with a mind of
religious significance; when Heracles knows how his joke has come
about he becomes calm and gives these strange instructions. One
cannot really say that Sophocles explicitly rejects the deification
after the burning; he leaves it out of his play so that we see
Heracles as a suffering mortal at the end. The shirt of liessus
may have been the cause of death in the original story, not the
pyre. In the Heracles is already deified, and even if the
passage is an addition it still points to an early date. The
athenians preserved a strong tradition that they were the first to
worship Heracles as a god. It is presumably to shrines of Her—
acles that Euripides refers in 1329—30. “Mortals shall call these
EC’J after you in the future”. But here Heracles will be
treated as a hero £‘ ‘j tç AT.oou Xic; Theseus thinks of
him as dying (not that at this stage he could know of any deific
ation) and the existence of the shrines is accounted for without
implying the deification. But one cannot say that iuripides
brings Heracles into retirement in Attica merely to account for
the presence of certain shrines there; he could probably have done
this without settling Heracles there for the rest of his life.
Eurystheus at the end of the ‘Herac1edae’becomes friendly to the
Athenians although they cannot save him from death; their pious
attitude is sufficient.

The question of cpXCa. ‘friendship’ is important in both the
plays0 Odysseus bases his argument for the burial of Ajax partly
on the instability of pXc , one’s friend may become one’s enemy,
and vice versa. So it is better to treat everyone fairly in ant
icipation of receiving fair treatment oneself. (1359-61) Theseus
on the contrary holds to the importance of cptXCo.Heracles has
helped him, and he will help Heracles. (One might remember that
cpXC does not mean a purely emotional relationship, but implies
the exchange of benefits, an ttalliancet between people or between
states)

For 3ophocles, human friendship is something uncertain and not
to be relied on. False friends certainly appear in Euripides —

Menelaus in ‘Orestes’ for example, but in the conclusion to the
‘Heracles’ human friendship is the only thing that can be relied
on. It is here contrasted with divine ‘friendship’. Amphitryon
addresses Zeus:

341 a ô’ cS’ p’ jaoi ‘c6t.ç ?at. cpCXoc.
GE \H.C) v?]toc E iyO’J

7tctV6oç yèp oi3 7pouôwK oç HpaxXouC.

“You are less of a friend than you are supposed to be. I defeat
you in virtue, though I am a mortal and you a great god; I have
not abandoned Heracles’ Sons”.
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Gods are not to be trusted. Admittedly Ajax mistakenly trusts
Athena when she addresses him in his madness, but there is a reason
for her malignancy, whereas Hera’s only reason is jealousy. In
Euripides only mortals have a moral sense, and he censures the gods
for their cruelty.

It is in the nature of gods to be harsh and unforgiving, and
Sophocles, unlike Euripides, tends to accept this. Athena knows
no mercy because she is a goddess; Odysseus the mortal sees his
own condition reflected in that of Ajax. But the herdsman in
‘Hippolytus’ vainly advises Aphrodite to be merciful:

xc auy’”%ft111

E Cc a’ 1’)cp’ T cy7tXXvo\ R,1o\o\ pfpw

iiai 3cE:L..
and Agave protests at her doom: Baochae 1357 —

Dionysus xctt yp itp?c ii ?c ycyc 3pt6n.

Agave py?u tpEit coc ox oL6uaat. f3poi6t.c.

To show pity or change one’s mind is a sign of human weakness;
gods have little feeling for mortals. The same obduracy is detect
able in Sophocles’ heroes. Oedipus at Colonus, soon to become a
‘hero’, is a good example; his wrath against his sons is not ex
cessive because he is moving towards a semi-divine position. But
human protagonists in Sophocles are exceptionally stubborn; Antigone,
Ajax and Philootetes all suffer in different ways because of their
obduracy, but it is partly this that gives them their stature.
Heracles in the ‘Trachiniae’ does not forgive Deianeir, nor pity
Hyllus’ feelings; Electra’s love of her father will not let her
give in to Clytemnestra. Sophocles sees the dangers of this sort
of stubbornness, and Odysseus, the perfect mortal, is an example of
sensible changing of attitude.

Euripides does not portray this sort of hero. Electra’s hatred
has made her brutal, Oresteã is a neurotic, Hippolytus a fanatic.
Pentheus’ persistent denial of the Dionysian religion merely serves
to make him ridiculous. Medea is human when she debates with her
self on her horrible plan; when she has carried it out she appears
in the sun’s chariot almost like a goddess — but a vicious Euripidean
god.dess. “Divine” qualities do not make gods better than men, they
make them worse.

Protagonists in Euripides’ plays may change their minds. The
best example is Ion, who after praising the quiet life he leads at
Delphi runs to become a king in Athens, and Heracles here changes
his mind and yields to Theséus. The Heracles in Euripides’ play
is nearest to the conventional type of hero at the beginning; he
hàs great strength, has done great seds, he is confident and deter
mined. But he isnot godlike, and the word is no àompliment in
Euripides. He sets a ‘hero’ before our eyes only to degrade him in
to a shaking creature that can hardly rise to his feet (1395). The
heroic and obvious course Seems to be death. But it is not; and
Heracles gains a new quality by changing his mind. The courage
he must show is a specially human courage; the voluntary endurance
of sorrow. The hero becomes a human being, dependent upon others
for his life. Euripides, I think, prefers humanity to a barren
display of old fashioned ‘heroic’ qualities.

CELIA JAIv1ES
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NOTES.

1. Iliad XI.

2. See Dodds, ‘The Greeks and the Irrational’.
3. See Adkins, ‘Merit and Responsibility’.
4. Oedipus’ position of helpless dependence on others at the end of

the play in contrast to the independence he had shown throughoutis also comparable to Heracles’ state of weakness.
5. Iphis’ remarks are exceptionally obtuse, but I think that line

1062, is intended to show the “unvromanliness” of Evadne’s acts
Iphij’ conventionality. (1066 “his bourgeois reaction” J....Fitton, ‘The Suppliant Women’. )6. AdkIns (see above) devotes some space to this (p. 36). vadne’scourage is ‘unconventional’. See also Ccmford, C.. 1912, p.252.

7. In some Eastern countries suicide, so that the ghost could takevengeance, was a recognised form of revenge.
8. The point of the threatened suicide of the Danaids in Aeschylus’Suppliants (455—67) is not the curse of their ghosts but thepollution incurred by their hanging themselves on the statuesof the gods.

s... F.B. Jevons, C.R. 1895, p. 247—50.
10. E. estermarck, The Origin and Deelopment of Tioral Ideas, oh.XXXV — on Aeschines evidence, p. 248.
11. E. Rohd.e, Psyche, Oh. V, p. 128 — 9.
12. H.J. Rose sums up in U.C.D. They prevent offences against thecourse of nature.

13. The keres are usually bringers of death (see .K.C. Guthrie, OCD)..ihether xpcC can mean of the dead’ is questioned byPickard-Cambridge in his chapter on the Anthesteria (The DramaticPestiva1 of Athens2, p. 14) They seem to be malignant under.7orldspirits similar to the rinyes.
14. Similarly heroes were powerful only in the neighbourhood of theirgraves. Oedipus will be helpful to the Athenians when he isburied at Colonus. (Oedipus at Colonus, 582, 621f) and Cleisthenes(Herodotus V 67) “brings in” Melanippus to Sicyon in order tomake the Argive hero Adrastus “leave the country of his own accord”.The Lacedainionians (id. I 67—8) are advised to remove the bonesof Orestes from Tegea to Sparta in order to succeed iii battleover the former.

15. Psyche, Appendix II.

16. Plato in Laws IX 813 C.D., speaks of the cathartic rites whichrelatives should perform on the body.
17. Cicero, Tusc. I, 34, 83—4 gives the story of Hegesias the Cyrenaicphilosopher, who was stopped from lecturing by Ptolemy because manyof his listeners conu’iitted suicide
18. The word phi1osopher? however, had a special significance for thePythagoreans, who were said to have invented it. The question isdiscussed by R. Joly (among others) in ‘Le thme Philosohique desGens de Vie dans 1’.Lintiquit, pp. 21—52.
19. Similarly, Agathon, fr. 7.

cpcoiXo 3po’1’i -yèp
a’.cI pOa’.
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PROiiiSSOR KEf AND DOCTOR GTER

An Episode in the Hist-ry of Victorian Sch1arship

(TL central parts of this essay were read as a paper to the Classical

Association, South—Jest Branch, in Exeter. on January 31 19(9)

The nineteenth century was an age of revolution in the history of Classical

scholarship, and, although this revolution had its forerunners in England in

The persons of Bentley, Porson and some of their pupils, it took place mainly

in Germany and in countries which, like Denmark and Holland, came under the in

fluence of German learning. The main features of this revolution are well

knoui, but we may recall again tue of them, thoroughness and the perfection of

method. With typical thoroughness, the German ‘Gelehrter’ set out to collect

and codify every scrap of information related to the ancient world, and their

collections of texts and fragments - as well as their handbooks - revised from

generation to generation and containing exhaustive bibliographies, are still

the essential tools of the Classical student everywhere. In the realm of

method, the German scholars attempted, with no mean success, to establish the

various Classical disciplines as proper ‘7issenschaften’ ,establishing rules

for the treatment of new materials and the reassessment of the old. In many

cases, the game ef establishing new methods was overplayed, at the expense of

common-sense — as in the case of ‘Quellenkund&, the study of sources, which

had taught some people the principle that no Classical author could have thought

out for himself what had been said by another, and that, f both Aristotle and

Seneca have avowed that bread is nourishing for man, the former cannot but be

the latter’s source for this c’toniehing dioo-ery. Housman’s maay strictures

against this blind and excessive preoccupation with method are well knovm nd,

within their limits, when they refer to methods which developed into nonias

well deserved.
But in two of the Classical disciplines, bo.h connected with the texts of

the Classical writers a:id their linguistic interpretation, the German century

has truly effected a revolution. These are textual criticism, and the appli

cation to Greek and Latin of the principles of comparative nd historical

linguistics. In the realm of textual criticism, the labours of Zumpt, Madvig,

Bekker, Bernays and Lachmann - with whose name this method is particuiarly

associated-have established the procedure of recension of a text based on a

historical study of its manuscript tradition which, although it has become much

more complicated and somewhat improved since, is still essentially the method

which we all use. The discovery by Sir William Jones of the relations between

Sanskrit and some of the older European languages led to the establishment in

Germany, by Bopp, Schleicher and their contemporaries and successors, of the

comparative study of the Indo-European languages. Applied to Greek and Latin

as two members of that family of languages, the ne;: science has completely

revolutionized our approach to Greek and Latin grammar and etymology.

England was slow to react to these changes. One remembers what Houseman(l)

said about the year 1825, ‘when our great age of scholarship, begun in 1691 by

Bentley’s Epistola ad Millium, was ended by the successive strokes of doom which

consigued Dobree and Elmsley to the grave and Blomfield to the bishopric of

Chester. England disappeared from the fellowship of nations for the next forty

years’ etc. In the English universities - and they were fewer then than now,

and fe’;er than those which existed then in Germany or France - tutors, ;vhDse

knowledge was sometimes not much in advance of that of Person’s ‘Doctor
Pagjnjbus, continued to teach Greek and Latin verse composition to well-bred

boys intent on making a career in the Church or in politics. George Eliot’s



Reverend Ldward Casaubon, who discovers after a lifetime of study that the

book he will never live to write is of no value, since it has taken no account

of the immense advancements effected by German learning, is no rare figure in

early Victorian England, and to compare, for example, the achievement of an

average i3ritish scholar like John Stuart Blackie (1809-1095) with that of a

typical German scholar like ::oritz Haupt, who was a year older than Blackie and

died a good twenty-one years before him, is to invite black despair. In the

second half of the century, British scholars had to serve a long apprentice

skia at the hands of their German colleagues before Classical scholarship

could establish itself again in this country and find here its long-lost home.

Such British scholars as were the first to look to Germany for guidance - men

like ivlunro in Cambridge, Pattison, Henry Nettleship, Robinson Ellis and Eywater

in Oxford, and Donaldson in London, felt, for a long time, isolated in their

own schools and universities, and the career of ilark Pattison in Oxford is a

powerful illustration of this state of affairs.

Plautus is one of those authors who benefitted beyond measure from the

establishment of the new Classical disciplines, and the two main stages of what

can justly be called a revolution in Plautine studies are connected with the

names ci’ Friedrich Ritschl in Germany and ballace :artin Lindsay in England and

Scotland. Ritschl, who spent most of his life as professor in the Universities

of Bonn and Leipzig, was the first to apply the new methods of textual criticism

to the study of Plautus. Recognizing the value of the Ambrosian Palimpsest,

he not only restored the author’s true name (w’nich was previously known as

M. Accius Plautus, and had been identified earlier with that of Accius tile

tragedian), but completely rearranged the stenaa of the ::ss, relegating all

the later cr.es to one family derived from one archetype. Plautus became his

lifelong study, and his various editions, ‘prolegomena’, ‘parerga’ and other

publications added yearly to the fund of knowledge of the text of that author.

Not content with this, Iiitchl made a special study of the forms of early Latin,

as they aear in the non-literary sources, and applied all the information

amassed in this manner to the interpretation of the language of Plaeitus.

Being a great teacher - and a German professor - hitachi also busied himself

in producing and organizing a younger generatioa to carry on his labours.

Goetz and Ocheell, fleckeisen and Brix - to name but a few of the names which

Still appear in any honours list of Plautine studies - were his pupils, and the

direction to their life—long activities was given at his hands. The metrical

work of C. F. . diller, the first to discover the law of ‘brevis breviaris’,

could not have taken Place without him.

Ritschl was too old and too involved in his established field to absorb

and use the gro.’ing new discipline of Indo-European linguistics, and the role of

applying it to the study of early Latin was left to a younger generation of

scholars. The foremost representative of this new generation was Lindsay,

whose first published book, the famous - and still popular - school edition of

the Captivi, was published in 1887, eleven years after Ritschl’s death. In

the next fifty years, until his premature death in a car accident at the age of

79, Lindsay devoted his immense energy to what may be the most thorough study

yet undertaken by one man of the Latin language in its context within the Indo

European family. ithout relinquishing his occupation as a Latinist to become

a student of Indo-uropean linguistics as such, he applied all the information

and methods which could be obtained from the new discipline to the establishment,

on a scientific basis, of the language, syntax, prosody, metre, spelling and

every other linguistic aspect of early Latin, and especially its poetry. If

nowadays we have a text of Plautus which looks more like propar Latin, and where

points of text and language can be rationally discussed and not just left to

mere conjecture and intuition, it is to Ritschl and to Lindsay, and the genera

tions of scholars they stand for, that we shoulc turn in gratitude.

Lindsay’s career symbolizes, in a way, tile migration of Classical scholar

ship from its German centre twoards the English-speaking countries. As a young

man, Lindsay went to Germany to sit at the feet of the great German scholars,
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especially the pioneer in the field of the linguistic study of Latin, Franz
Skutsch. ‘1hen Lindsay died, Britain was already a centre of Classical studies
in its own right9 and the ‘successive strokes of doom’ - of a much more real and
fearful nature - were falling over Germany. The last generation of German
scholars were dying out, and those who survived the accession of Hitler were
either driven out or left of their own free will. To this day, German scholar
ship has not yet completely recovered. Otto Skutsch, the son of Lindsay’s
friend and mentor, has been with us for many years as Professor of Latin in
University College, London. Paul Maas, Eduard FraenkeJ. and Rudolf Pfeiffer are
only three of the distinguished German scholars who left Germany in the 1930’s
to settle down in this country. when they arrived, they found the methods
established by their German predecessors widely known and used in the universities
of Great Britain.

The heroes of my present tale fall between the two stages symbolized by
Ritschl and. Lindsay. They were all contemporaries of Ritschl, and one of them
was his pupil. They were all concerned in their different ways with the study
of Plautus, Terence and early Latin in general, and two of them are of some im
portance in the history of the linguistic study of Greek and Latin in this
country. The protagonist in this drama, a pupil of Ritschl and a man who
achieved surprisingly much in a very brief span of life, was a German who tried
to come to England and settle down here when the going was still not good.

In 1866, there was published in Cambridge, by Deighton Bell & Con, a new
edition of Plautus’ Aulularia, ‘with notes critical and exegetical and an intro
duction on Plautine prosody, by ilhe1mVagner, Ph.D.’. The volume is dedicated
‘to T. Hewitt Key, M...., Professor of Comparative Grammar in University College,
London... as a tribute of the sincere regard of the editor’. The preface was
written in near Manchester, May 1966’. In it, the editor asks for
the ‘forbearance and kindness of his readers, rho will, I hope, not be very
strict in the case of a foreigner whose acquaintance with the English language
is of no very long standing’. (Needless to say, forbearance and kindness are
not among the chief virtues of most writers of reviews, and as late as 1872, an
anonymous writer in The Saturday Review (2) still takes the opportunity of making
a few rather complacent witticisms at the expense of the German gentleman and
his ignorance of some of the most idiomatic of English idioms). The editor
concludes his preface ith the following words: ‘dnus I dismiss my book, though
I feel that it stands in need of much indulgence and forbearance - I venture to
say that it could ‘cc better if I could have written it at a place mare favourable
to philological studios than ilanchester’

The commentary is full of references to a Latin Grammar by T. H. Key, the
man to whom the book is dedicated, which is used as a standard reference work
on points of grammar and syntax. But both in the introduction and in the com
mentary, the author shows himself unable to accept Key’s system of pronouncing
Latin verses, which he calls ‘contractive’. example can be taken from
Note 1 of pp. XV-XVI: ‘Prof. Key tells us to read ci.mprim m adsoribend
áit ... there being no metrical reason at all why we should not admit a
dactyl (prim dni) instead of the spondee (prim:). I am afraid that a general
application of this system would reduce Plautian lines to a monotony which would
entirely spoil the charm of conversational liveliness which vie find in the comic
writers’. Elsewhere (3), the editor makes a similar remark about the Professor’s
suggestion to read tC aotE in Sophocles, Phil. 740, as one dissyllabic word

‘This would indeed be the same as the beginning of an English iambic
This is my own we may only be allowed to ask for the arguments which entitle us
to transfer the laws of English poetry to Greek and Ltjn metres and these I
cannot find in Prof. Key’s paper’.

These are only trio specimens of what cannot but appear to be a strange
procedure. iaguer is obviously dissatisfied with the Professor’s method. of
analysing Latin prosody and metre, and gives expression to his feelings on this
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subject again and again. He only just stops short of calling the whole system

unscholarly and unscientific. And yet, the book is dedicated to Professor Key,

‘as a trbute of the sincere regard of the editor!.

On&s curiosity is further aroused as one turns to the ‘second edition, re—

written’ , published by the same Deighton Bell & Co. in 1876. Here there is no

dedication — to Professor Key or to anyone else. Key had died in 1875, a year

before the second edition was published, and a dedication to his memory of this

new and revised edition would be the best testimony to ‘the sincere regard of

the editor’ — if this sincere regard still existed. Instead, we find that some

of the footnotes to the introduction which deal with Key’s metrical theories are

largely expanded, to include criticisms of some of the Professor’s more recent

publications (4). To savour only one short passage from one of these notes

(Note 2, pp. 36—7): ‘It is the pervading tendency of Kr. Key’s theories on Latin

versification to reduce Latin dissyllables and trisyllables to monosyllables.

Such a proceeding is indeed very much in the style of that language which has

succeeded in contracting the noble Xcecot into a convenient monosyllabic

alms, but it may be dou’oted whether these violent contractions suit the genius

of the Latin language’. Those who enjoy the subtle art of invective can lock

to the introduction for more.
hen this second edition was published, •dagner was - as the title page dis

closes — Professor at the Johanneum, Hamburg’. In the preface, dated ‘Hamburg,

aster 1876’, he says, among other things: ‘If the second edition proves to be

sucerior to the first, this should be mainly attributed to the greater facility

I enjoy at my present place of residence for procuring more philological works,

indispensable to an author like this, than were rithin my reach at Cottonopolis’

• I.iost people nowadays, if they have ever heard of \ilhclm Wagner, may

remember him as co-editor, with Henry Nettleshin, of th second half of ‘Virgil,

• Ccnnington, abridged’ . Some may have come across his name in connection with

works like Nediaeval Creek Text end Carmina Qrazca Mcdii Aevi - books still

quoted in the standard histories of Modern Creek, both language and literature.

A glerce at the British Museum Catalogue of Printed Books will reveal more then

three columns (5) dadicated to the publications of Wilhelm ;agncr, Ph.D. They

include editions with commentaries of Plautus, Terence, some Platonic dialogues,

Shakespeare, Marlowe, and a number of French and erman classics in the Pitt

Press series — this apart from editions with introductions and notes of Bentley’s

Phalaris and Dobree’s Advcrsaria, and a number ci’ collections of mediaeval Greek

poetic texts. This is only a list of books - agnor published many notes and

articles as wall. Most of them — books and articles — are .;ritten in English.

They represent a surprising, almost unbelievable, amount of work for a an who

died at 37.
For this, I am afraid, is almost all the information one can obtain out

of the four lines dedicated to agner in Sandys’ History of Classical Scholarship

(6) Among the scholars inspired by the ne.i interest in Plautine studios was

Wilhelm aner of Hamburg (1s43-lsSu), who edited the ulularia, Trinummas and

Menaechrni, as well as the whole of Tcrencc, :ith eglish notes’. No biographical

or biblioraphica1 reference; no explanation of any of the strange facts of the

case. Why did a German scholar write most of his books in English? What mde

him live for some time in the uncongenial environment of mid—Victorian Manchester?

Why, on his return to Germany, did he have to become a schoolmaster? The

Hamburg Joharneum is one of the most distinguished secondary schools in Germany,

and its high academic standards are of very long standing — but it is a school

and not a university). and, to anticipate, wha; happened between him nd

Professor Key?
Wc fare no better when we try the Dictionary of National Biography, or the

old Aligemeine Deutsche Biographic (the new one has only reached the letter Pic,

and the Keue Deutsche Biolgraphie has advanced as far as Hart). They contain

no mention of Wilhelm agner, Ph.D. It is on1. when we turn towards that most

useful book of its kind, Pkel’s Philologieches Schriftstcller—Lexicon, that we

find a proper article on Wagner, with real bibliographical and biographical
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references. The fullest, and. only, biographical sketch of agner was published.

in 1881, in the ohularogi’amm of the Hamburg Johanneun, where agner spent the

last ten years of his life. It was written by Lic.Theol. Adolf :Jetz, a

colleague and friend, who used. both personal recollections and. the Hagner

archives at the school library, to write what is a clear, perspicacious and

sympathetic essay — but still more of a long obituar than a biography.

Before we proceed with some of our enquiries, I shall sum up the biographical

information supplied by Metz, with a few additions from other sources.

‘iiilhelm iaguer was born in Steinau on !:iay 11, 1843. His father was a poor

country doctor. But his maternal grandfather, Heyl by name, was a protestant

clergyman, an inspector of schools, and a man of wide literary interests, whose

house was full of French and Italian books. It is this grandfather, and. a

local clergyman, who discovered. the child’s unusual talent for languages, and

persuaded. his father to send him to a good. Classical school. The Headmaster of

the Frankfurt Gymnasium, where the boy was sent in 1855, was Johannes Classen,

the famous commentator on Thucydides. He encouraged the young scholar to

develop his linguistic talents and aim at a career in Classical philology.

hen still in school agner published a verse translation into German of the

Trinuxnmus, an article in a local weekly on survivals of ancient mythology in
:odern Greek superstitions, and wrote for private circulation, in Hodern Greek,

which he had taught himself, a Dialogue on dreek Pronunciation, in which he
argues that, whatever our reconstruction of the pronunciation of Ancent Greek,

it has to account for the manner in which the modern pronunciation has devolved.

from the old one.
On finishing school with the highest distinctions, agner spent the year

1861-2 in the University of Berlin, attending lectures by Boeckh, Haupt and.

Trencielenburg. 1ale impersonal aGmosphere of a vast university in a vest metro
polis repelled him, and. Ritschl’s gro.;ing reputation both es scholar and
teacher attracted him to Bonn, where he spent the next two years as one of the
!vaster’s most promising pupils. Among the many distinctions he won was a
first prize, shared with another promising youn: scholar, Dziatzko, for his
doctoral dissertation (Le Plauti Aulularia, published. in 1864). He received
his Ph.D. ‘eximia cum laude’, and now had. to look for a living. The career of
an overworked. schoolmaster repelled him, and he had. no private means to serve a
long apprenticeship as the peculiarly German ‘Privatdozent’ . Some friends
suggested that a man with such linguistic talents would benefit by a short
sojourn abroad. ;agner agreed., hoping that he could. make use of his Trench,
Italian and Modern Greek to extend his knowledge of countries and literatures.
The operirg came from an unexpected. direction. A German family in Manchester
wanted. a private tutor for their children. aguer accepted, and. arrived in
the nei country in Easter 1864. His duties here included. seven hours’ teaching
a day, in exchanee for free board, salary, and a few weeks’ vacation.

agucr arrived in England with hardly any knowledge of the nglish language.
But at the end of two years’ residence in Manchester, which had. included. trips
to London, Paris and York in search of manuscripts, he had already become fluent-
enough in the language to prepare for publication in it an edition of the
Aulularia. On a visit to London in 1865, he made the acquaintance of Professor
Key, and. his Vice-Headmaster in University College School, E. R. Horton. He
also met H. A. J. :.:-unro in Manchester — eTc are not told how. Key, a Cambridge
graduate, advised him to publish his book, and. it may not be an accident that
the Aulularia, like most of dagner’s nglish books, was published by the
Cambridge firm of Deighton Bell. In the next few years, moore books saw the
light of day in Cambridgem an edition of the whole of Terence, dedicated to
Hunro, in the ‘Cambridge Greek and Latin Texts’ series, l869 in the same year,
an edition with commentary of Plato’s Apology and Onto, followed, in 1870, by
a similar edition of the Phaod.o. In a meeting in London on February 16th, 1866,
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agner was elected a member of the Philological oocicty, of which he remined a

member all his life. H ser’ed on its council during the years l86—9 flu

again ii: lu7C-7. In 1c67 alone, he coarnutod from anchester to Lomuon and read

seven papers at various meetingo of the 3ociety (7). Professor ey, who was

then engaged on the Latin Dictionary he never lived to finish, invited iagner to

collaborate with him. kagner agreed, and we shall soon return to the subject of

this collaboration. In brief, the foreigner, who, two or three years earlier

hardly knew a word of Enalish, was already establishing himself as an inrortant

member of the society of British scholars.

as early as 1-366, two years after his arrival in England, aegnar h::d made

up his mind to settle down in this country, and tried to obtain the headmaster—

ship of a public school — we are not told which, He received glowing testimonials

from various English and German academics. Hunro spoke of ‘his critical sagacity,

and the extent and accuracy of his knowledge’ as well as of the ‘originality and

independence of his mind.., his apparent force combined with great modesty of

character, and (what is not unworthy of notice, since he is a German).. the

remarkabl mastery of English idiom and the excellence of his pronunciation’.

But Key, in his tcstizonial, added to words of praise the phrase ‘but he is a

foreigner’ , as if any English public school needed to be reminded of that.

Failing in this, agner stayed on in hnchester until the end of 1367.

In the meantime, he became engaged to Hannah, daughter of a dir. J. Trovisdale, Esq.,

(as the German biographer has it), of \hitby, Yorkshire, and their marriage took

place in January 1868. Both baster’s research interests and Mrs. agnc::’s

desire to leave tho provinces pointed to London, and in karch 1853 they took a

house at 8, Christchurch Road, Ha!npstead N.i., where they continued to live until

they loft Lugland, and where, next year, their first son was horn. A ro:ar

post was still out of reach, and bagner supported himself by private tuition, the

writing of scacol texts, lectures on dhakaspere and the Elizabethans (on who!:

he had by now become an expert) in the local grammar school and various women’s

institutes - an, in the midst of all this, with a certain amount of social life

and encrmining thrown in, he devoted his spare time (God only knows where he

got it), to reading and ;iriting. bRan his father visited him in London and saw

the way he lived and worked, he warned him that he would not live to be forty.

In the meantime, an examinership in Classics fell vacant in London University,

and. agner applied for it, in another attempt to stabilize his position in his

country of adoption. Hc novi produced testimonials from Key, !iunro, Conington,

Robinson El1i, aitsohi and Fleokeisen, all — except Key’s to which we shall

presently return — praising him in no ambiguous terms. Th post went to someone

else. honey was running short in London, the Panily was growing, and at last,

towards the and of 1369, Gagner eccepted the invitation of Classen to return to

Germany. Classen had become by now Headmaster of the Hamburg Johanneum, and had

triad a few times to obtain the services of his old pupil. How that all hopes

on this side of the channel seemed to b shattered, bTagner accepted a post in

Hamburg, and in 1870 he moved there with his family. from now until his dcath

ten years later, he had to suffer the drudgery of a schoolmaster’s life, teaching

mainly English to u:.iintcrosted schoolboys. It took him some time to find his

feet and. talk to his pupils as teacher to student rather than as one scholar to

another. Calamity followed upon calamity. A second son, born in 1Z7l, died

in the following year. higner himsf became ill, and a rest cure seemed to help —

but the years of drudrary were taking- their toll. In 1874 he was elevated to

the rank of Professor (roughly equivalent to a 3nicr idastar in an English school).

But money was still short, and many of the hooks hc published during these years

were obviously written as not—boilers. lo thds category belons all his school

ecitions of irencn need uernan cle:sics, rita nglisa notes and intronuctioles,

wretten for tu Pitt Press bries. ry are aunireble little prod-actions in

their ona ray — his edition of Hermenn und Dorothea of 1375 is still a :aodei of

what a school commentary can be turned into in the hands of a learned and sensitive

editor — but :or the scholar, interested in has own researca, tais vias a mere

waste of time, rio chances of a chair in dcmza::y were mini:nal, not only because
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of his long absence in ngland, but mainly because of a review of vol.11 of
Ritschl’s Opuscula which he had published in the Transactions of the Philological
Society in London (a). In this review, iagner not only had the .udacity to
differ from the Master, and agree with some of hi ‘renegade’ pupils, on some
points in Plautine scholarship - he also dared to remonstrate with Hitachi forhis haughtiness and. his contempt for some of his pupils and followers. ‘1
litti more tolerance’ , he had ritten, ‘would not disgrace even a Hitechi’
He forgot that, in the civilized world vie live in, only children are punishedfor telling lics, adults are penalized for telling the truth — as vie have seen,this is a mistake which our hero made repeatedly end therein, for those interestedin the problems of practical ethics, may lie the Lord of our tale. Ritschl had,in the meantime, become a ‘Geheirrath’, and no academic appointment in theClassics in any German university could pass without his consent. ind he neverforgave 1agner the offence of speaking up - and in Lnglish - in 1867. hen, in1o75, agner aplaed. for onairs in Ltarourg end Graz, tao door was ceosea - ariaRjtsch1’ vengeance continued even beyond the grave. In 1876, ;agner appliedfor the Chair of Latin in Leipzig, now vacant after the death of Ritochl himself.This was his last abortive attempt to escape the fate of an English master in asecondary schooL

In the midst of all this, his scholarly activities continued unabated. In1872, he published an edition, with English notes, of the frinumaus. In 1876,his revised u1uleria came out. Here, the section on the MSS and. the criticalapparatus were skipped, and the editor promised to make up for this witi: acritical edition of the whole of Plautus, which he never lived to fim:’sh. HisTrinunanus received en enthusiastic welcome in a review by Henry Nettleship (9).Otner voris 0: ais in tac same jield were received with open arms ana becamestandard commentaries in schools and universities all over England. The second,1876, edition of the aulularia, was still in demand when, seven years after hisdeath, it was reprinted. The Apology and Crito of 1869, revised in 1874, wasagain revised and reprinted in 1876, and then reprinted in 1886. The oictureis the same when we turn to any of his Classical books. They were all in continuous demand for the be.t part of thirty years, and a whole generation ofEnglish students was brought up on them, as repxoent:tives of the latest resultsof German scholarship in a clear and distinct Th:lish style. Even Germanreviewers complained of the lack of commentaries of a similar nature for the useof German stucents.
At the same time, agner made use of his expertise in the field of Elizabethanpoetry. His editions with English notes include Marlo.re’s Ed.:ard II: (1071) andDoctor Faustus (1877), and the whole of Shekesacaro (1379). For the Cerman

reader he published editions of :iacbeth (1872) ane denry i (1378), and a book(1874), called ‘Shakespeare und die neneste Kritik’ . This is not tue completelist.
.hile in London, in 186), agncr was tutor to a son of the rich Greok familyof Cassaveti, and in their house, he act the Crack scholar, writer end statesmanDimitrios ‘[ikelas, t:ho became his lifelong friend. Vikalas encouraged agnerto return to his hodern Greek studies, and already in 1869, the first fruits ofthis new impetus saw the light in his Modiceval Greek Texts, for which he had.collected materials in 1183 in London and Paris, and which vies published in Londonin 1870. In the following years, agnez’ made this new field his specialty,and published first editions of a number of ediaeval Greek texts, mainly poetic.They include the Eomance of Imberios and :dargurona, published in Paris, withFrench notes, in 1874; the Carmine Graeca hedil Aevi — etill one of the mostimportant books in the field, published in the same year in Leipzig; and theAlphabet of Love, published with a German translation, and dedicated to Vike1s,in 1379. This apart from ‘light entertainment’ in the form of translations ofVikelas’ book on the Creeks in the Micle ges, and a translation into German,completed a few months before his death, of his friend’s famous novel, Loukis

— a novel which is still one of the minor classics of Modern Greek
literature, and has just bean reprinted in Athens as a paperback, Hero, in the
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field of ediaevai Greck, was a new area of research and discovery, ::hcrc
cagner coon established himself as a pioneer - and in October 1579, after years
of sheer drudgery, he obtained a leave of cbscnoe from his school in order to go
to MS librarias in Italy and prepare a now oolleotion of hitherto unpublished
Greek poems. He made his ay from library to library, workin, with his usual
speed and accuracy, and enjoying Italy in a ay that only a man who is both a
Classical scholar and a modern linjuist c.tn. But the years of subhuman living
conditions had done their work, and when ho caught a oornon cold in .?stples, it
soon developed into typhoid fever, which killed him on April 15th, 1880, when
ho was not yet 37 years old.

I propose to postpone for a later pert of this essay the discussion of
Veagner’s placo in the history of Victorian scholarship. The problem thich
should interest us more th2n any ether, and which dictated ‘ choice of the title,
is, what went wrong with :.agner’ s attempt to est:blsh himself in the scholarly
world of Groat Britain. Hen. the information given by his German biographer
is scanty a41 sonswhat elusive. A .aagner archive still bxists in the Johannoum
in Hamburg, and I am very grateful to its present Headmaster, Dr. Ualter Blame,
for his kindness in sending me a vcry detailed description of its contents. It
seems to contain, apart from Wagner’ s library and copies and fair copies of all
his publications, a fairly substantial amount of his personal documents and
private correspondence, on which ;Jetz drew in his biographical essay. I h-we
not been able to consult these archives, end the only doouments I hav1s obtained
in mIcrofilm, through the kindness of Lr. Blume, c.re the tcstiLonirtls used by
bagner in 1863. They are printed, and most probably by some private printer in
London.

But an the clues lead to Professor 2aomts Hr:itt Xe;, .a.(Cantab.), F.R.S.,
Professor Comparative Gramm:.r in University College, London and Kcatast;r of
University College School. nd it is to this poierftl personage th!t we
should now turn our attention.

have already seen that it was Key -.;.o encouraged the ncs arrival on
the kcslish scene to publish hia aulularia, and thus gave bin the first intro
ductIon to the British publishing ;:orld. But sc have also seen tlvtt the relations
between Key and .iagncr became somewhat strained inthe following years, and pro
bably deteriorated even more as tine went on. No respeot for persons could
stop I.aer from expressing his opinions, in the mast candid and honast (t:o
epithets constantly used of him by his conteniporaric.s) manner, on po.Znts of
scholarship. In the sane edition of the Aulularia, published at Kay’s instiga
tion and dedicated to him, tagner made, as we have seen, no secret of his true
opinions about Key’s theories of early httia scansion and pronunciation. It
may not be an accident that it was Key who, in 1866, emphasized in his testimonial
for ,agner the fact that ‘he is a foreigner’, while others, like tlnnvo, laid
their eraphasis on the fact that his command of English was perfect. It is only
in his testimonial of 1869 that Key admits that ‘in his knowledge alike of
English literature and the English language thcre are fr: Englishmen who can
surpass him, and he specks with all the fluanc;- and accuracy of a well-educated
native iglishman’. But even this testimonial is not free of ambiguities.
Key talks of receiving from .Tagner ‘a valuable stream of information’ on any
subject they discussed. I do not know - and we arc not told — whether t:agner
was talb:tive, but this is certainly the impression one receives from Key’s
phrasing. Key continues: ‘I have limited q direct tcstimoay to his Latin
scholarship, and this for two reasons; first, because w own means of forming
an opinion on other sides have been but small, end secondly because anything I
couY.d have said would necessarily have been without weight’ (io). This, I
believe, is plain prevarication. Key had not limited his testiaon: to L!ttin —

for has he not just spoken of the ‘valinhle stream of information’ ho obtained
from Tiagner on ‘any one’ of ‘the subjects for discussion that arose between us’,
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hioh ‘were very numorous’? As for the ;roight of his opinions on any subject

except Latin, this is surely ai extreme form of modesty, comin., from a n who,

for the last seventcon years, had been the only Professor of Comparative Grammar 4

in Great Britain, Hozdmaster of a distinguished school, a foundinsj member, and

often president, of the Philological Society, a Yellow of the Royal Society since

1860, a dbotor of medicine by training (though ho never practised it), en ex—

professor of Hathematios in the University of Virginia, and who professes to

base his testimony on good personal aoquaintrtncc. ,o shall soon have reasons

to believe that extreme modesty of this kind vrts alien to the character of

Professor Key. As a viell-known and influential man in the University of London

and in University College School, such limitation of his testimonial (for an

oxaminership in Classibs) to Latin only could not but imply that the writer had

no great faith in the other qualifications of the particular candidate. And it

may be significant that all the prestige and influence which Key had in london

University could not, in the end, secure a post there for his protóg6. Could

not or would not?
One asks inevitably, what happened to the collaboration betwoon Koy and

gner on the Latin Dictionary? His biographer’ s words are very interesting:

‘Key was then (during agner’ s visit to London in 1865 - j.&.) working on the

preparation of his jreat Latin Lexicon, and ftsked the 25-year-old ..aaer to col

laborate with him. Since this undertaking involved not only reputation, but a

yearly salary of £120, apart from future royalties, tagncr accepted, defining

firmly in the contract his independence as en equal collaborator (the title page

should bear the name of both authors, and each item should carry the intitals

of its compiler). Already by March of the following year (1868), the collabora

tion developed into a friendship, and ..agner gave up his independence as an

equal collaborator; for 1r. Key - as he se.ys in a letter - 55 or assuracd to be

not so much my partner as my superintendent’ ‘. Here it seems clear to me that

lists has not quite understood the Thiglish undertones in tagrier’ s letter - and I

would have liked to see the complete text of this letter, if it is still prese:

ved. The words 1cgas or assumed to be not so much my partner as at sunerintendent’

sound to me like the expression of wounded pride rather than satisfied friendship

(11).
Key’s ova side of this collaboration is presorved in a someuhat cryptic

sentence in a isetoir of the Professor, printed icr private circulation by his

friend and pupil John Power Hicks, of which a copy exists in the British tuseum

(12); ‘He made at least two attempts’, says Hicks (pp.12—13), ‘to avail himself

of the work of assistants in this much larger undertaking (the reference is to

the Latin Dictionary, which was originally conceived by Key as a mere supple

ment to Andrewes - J.G.), but these attempts were found unpromising and he fell

back upon his own exertions’ • I see no reason to doubt that W.igner was one of

those two assistants, who, as Key probably told Hicks privately, were found to be

unpromising.
One remembers that, when Wagner first met Key, it was before the publication

of his Aulularia. It was then, as his bicrapher tells us, that he was invited -

by Key to collaboratc with him on the Dictionary. then the .Aululnria appeared

in 1866, Key ezait have been shocked at the editor’s audacity in criticizing his

benefactor’ s views of Latin prosody and pronunciation. That Key could be; and

was at tines, vindictive, tie shall soon see. But Key was also a €entlen-n,

and he had given the strnge foreigner his promise of support and had asked him

to help with the Dictionary. On these promitics he could not go back. But his

support, I believe, was henceforth given with reluctance and in no unambiguous

terms. As for the Dictionary, the iork continued, but Key did his bo3t to put

‘áagner in his place and to become ‘the omlie begetter’ and sole author, making

the impudent êmigr feel that he was now only an assistant.

But there were, I think, other and weightier reasons. W. htve already had

a glimpse of Key’ s unscientific approach to the prosody and metres of carly Latin.

But Key’s philologiccl eccentricities were by no mcnis restricted to this field.

His prorcss in the field of Latin etymology was no less notorious. .hen his

Latin Dictionary, in an incomplete form and, of course, with no acknowledgement to
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agner or anyone else, was posthunously puLasod. by the Carabridgo Press in 1338,

it ras revicaed in Thc icadczss by th.t kno:icdgeable and sensible scholar,

L. S. iiilins (13). hilkins is alruys worth listening to, lInt here one needs

no excuse for quoting his posthumous judgament of Key’ s approach to etrno1ogy

‘Put it is a much :zorc serious objection to the issu.c of the work in its

present bra that it tecus with etymologies of tao tyse so lamentably frcgucnt

in Professor Key’s puolaca-tions. In the present state of philologca1 science,

it is a matter which calls for plain spcaking: ... Professor riey ‘S etymologies are

throughout based on tare or three assumptions. The first is that there are no

Sound laws characteristic of particular languages.., Pci, if these assumptions

are legitimate, it necessarily follows that hundreds of graduates trained in

the last few years by the Cambridge lecturers hove been rewarded by university

distinctions for their faith in cunningly devised fables. Put if the teaching

sanctioned by the University is anything more than a delusion, then the issue

of this dictionary can only be compared to the issue of a treatise on the

Ptoiemaic system in the generation following the op earence of horton’s principia’

The eccentricitr of ho-i’ s etymologies was not unknown during the Professor’ s

lifetime. John ujiliam Donaldson, in his epoch—making book, The New Cratylus,

has some relevant remarks (14). ie tells us in a footnote (p.233) of Key’s

attempts to derive tisa Latin cia from audin. ‘Of course’ , ho adds, ‘he never

heard of the Greek C La, and he is prcpared we presume, to find a near parentage

icr siulare’, in another note (u.$5), he reminas us of another of Key’s ety—

:eologies; ‘The Professor of Comparative Cra.imar, to whose ludicrous performances

we have occasionally averted, has put together a tissue of absurdities in his

attempt to trace the drcek, Latin and bnglish synonyms for aod,__bettcmmb

and well to a comr:on origin. For instance, optimus is o—pet—umms = o—bat—urmrs

bet—est = best the initial vcacl being here merely to furnish the atonished.

reader with the necoss. .ry exclamation. Some cruel wag mill suggest that the

author of such derivations ought to be promoted at once to the professorship ef

superlative philology’. These arc only t.;o exanpics brought by Donaldson (15).

.ilkins, in the review oust quoted, supplies us with other specimens ‘Uxor

is ocus—or, and so implies a lost verb, cons—c — 3k. casts (i.e. oases ),
:aarry the —or of uxor, dim. o.’ affection, like —or of sor—or’ . ‘Lucu prh.

for solucus, a lost ad.5., ci union sol is tao root, analogous to nag. hollow,

norm. slig
. 1::ost line the traezticnal ‘incus a non lucendo’

egIar was no Saaskrit scholar — we do not kncm that he ever studied that

language. Put ci-re cast have no two opinions about his likely reaction to such

an approach to etymology, and there is 1itt1 need to guess whether or not he

kept his mouth shut, and what may have been the result.

Key’s biegraphor in the DTg presents us with a rosy picture of his

scholarly attainments. 1’e quotes words of praise from. flobinson Ellis for the

Latin Grammar, and then adds ‘In January ld3l, in reviewing Zumat’ s Latin

Greaser (uartcwly Journal of Lducmtion), hey made the first proposal in print

to appiy the methods of the sanskrit gre:amurians to the study and, teaching of

Latin and Greek, hut previously to 1831 the crate-form system had been expounded

in his classicol lectures’. Thc candid reader of the B, who only knees that,

in 1342, after nine years in the Chair of Latin in University College, London,

Key resigned has post for the Chair of Comparative Grammar, ‘discharging the

uuties of the latter choir without salary until his death’, can only ossurie that

here sos a man with a good kno-ledge of the :aca science, a master of Sonskrit,

who, like Sir Jilliom Jones before him, hit upon an important discovery concer

ning the relations between bansKrit grammar and taInt of rech aria Latin, ana was

the first to put it on paper, since he was tne first to aiscover t. Tne sores

arc, indeed, those of Key himself (l6)i ‘the first proposal in torinD to apply

the principle (of crude-form - J.G.) to the analysis of the Classical languages

was mode by the present writer in a review of Zuapt’ s Latin Grammar ...

system had. been previously expounded. (but note that Key does not say xpufldcd

cy me’ — s .3.) in lIne classicas lecture room 01 the Unvers1ty of London (new

University sollego)
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It is probably true that the term ‘crude—form sjstsm , meaning the analysis
of nouns and verbs according bo stem rather than an accidental firab form like
the nominative sinular, was fireb nepliod to Latin in print by Key. But in
the article mentioned, nothing IS said by Key about the fact that this is the
method of the Sanskrit grammarians. In fact, he calls it (17) ‘the more philo
sophical division of the conjugations adopted in all Grcek grammars and noer
cxpoundsd in the small Latin gremiaar of the Charterhouse’. To claim, after
this avowal, that Kch was the first to suggest that this system should be applied
‘to the study and teaching 0f Latin and Greek’ is to introduce strane standards
into what should be a reference book based on careful historical scholarship.

But there is more light forthcoming — again from the candid pen of John
Power Hicks (pp.10—li): ‘Here he made the first proposal in print to apply the
method of the Sanskrit grammarians to the stur and teaching of Latin and Greek,
and near the end of the paper occurs the earliest published use of the name
‘crude-form’ sugested by Rosen, for what is called ‘stem’ in the public school
Latin Grammar’. On Key’s ovrnkno;vledge of Sanskrit, this is what Kicks (p.10)
has to say: ‘In 1c329 Professor Key attended the lectures of his colleague,
Dr. Rosen, on Sanskrit, but he never had. leisure to acquire more than the elements
of this language’ . This fact is acknowledged by Key hirissif in his Philological
Essays, 1868, p.249.

Jo the secret is cut, at last. It was Priodrich ugust Rosen (1805—1837),
Professor of Oriental Languages, and later of ganskrit, in University College,
London, who first suggested the un-English name o.P ‘crude-form’, with a hyphen,
for what used to be called stem, Key may have been the first to intopjnt
this suggestion, which he picked up in one of Rosen’s lectures. It is signifi
cant that he himself uses the cautious phrasing about being the first to suggest
this system inarint, end that, when he talks of this system being orericusly
expounded in the University of London, he carefully omits the names or any agents.
There is no doubt that this is ahat is lurking behind s remarks abou
Rosen in The New Cratylus (iS): ‘ ... we must not forget that we really owe to
him indirectly the first application of comearative philology to the public
teaching ci the classical languages, a merit wnicn has seen too eagerly claimed
for and too readily conceded to he Creek and Latin Professors, who merely trans
mitted to their pupils the ideas ar1d information which they had derived from
their German colleague, end. who, in the long period, more than a çuartcr of a
century, which has SiflCO then elapsed, have not uroved themselves capable of
building en the foundations which he had laid’ . If there is any doubt as to
the true meaning of this passage, one only has to turn to a footnote to the
corresponding passage in the second edition of 1850 (pp.45—6), which was omitted
in the third: ‘The author considers it incumbent on him to make these remarks,
because, in the former edition of this work, he was led by a. youthful feeling of
regard for one of his tutors to admit the extravagant claims set up for the first
Profesors of Greek and Latin at University College. He has since become aware
that these gentlemen .:ere entirely indebted to Br, Rosen for their first
acqueintanoe with the principles of comparative philology, and that they filtered
into their class—rooms the knowledge which they had. picked up at the ill-attended.
lectures or in the instructive society of the editor of the Rig-Vein. t the
time no doubt the Classical professors did not attempt to conceal their obliga
tions to Dr. Rosen; but in the eagerness, which they have since sho.:n, to gain
a character for originality, they have made no mention of the fact that coinpara
give philology was first taught at the London University because Jr. aosen was

One need only add. that the first professors of Greek and. La tin in
University College London were George Long and Thomas Hewitt Key.

Key’ s championship of the methods of 3-.nskrit grammar, which ho plagiarized
from Rosen and carefully mesqueraded as his own invention, did not long outlast
his futil attemmts to learn that noble tongue - or the lifetime of his German
instructor and source. llready in 1844, in one of his answers to Donaldson in

the course of tho ‘frronienus controversy (of which later), he rmkcs the Lolloning
statement (19): called upon to make a confession of my faith in Lopp, I
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beg, with cli due humility, to speak as fo1lows Though I have deemed. it my duty

to read the VergIeichudc Grapjaatik wih care ... et as regards theories I

believe the book o be of very mixed value; to contain, on the one hand, much

that is deserving of praice, and, on the other hand, much that is wholly erroneous’

This is all that the Professor of Comparative Grammar, occupying the only chair

of its kind in Great Eritain, has to say about the man whose work inaugurated the

flC’i era of Indo—European linguistics, and whose name is still ihe first to appear,

after that of Sir lilian Jones, in any historical account of the pioneers in

this department of knowledge. Later on, Key published a long article (20),

under the title ‘Quaeritur. The Sanskrit Language as the Basis of Linguistic

Science; and the Labours of the German School in that field — are thcy not over

valued?’. In it he argues, as already suggested by the title, that one should

not - as he claims that the Sanskrit cholars do — use Sanskrit as the basis

for the study of Indo-uropcan languages in general, and Greek and Latin in par

ticular. This, for a man who, to the end of his life, claimed for himself the

credit for having made the first suggestion in print to apply Sanskrit mmthods

to the study of Greek and Latin, is instructive. Vhat is more instructive is

the assumption made 1:; a Professor of parative grammar, that what t1e new

Sanskrit scholarship aims at is to make ganskrit the basis of the whole of mdc—

European philology. This is tantamount to admitting that he did not even begin

to understand what the word ‘comparative’ meant in this context.

But an understanding of this — in fact, the main principle of the new

science - was hardly to be expected from its official expcnent in Great Britain,

and his rejection of it enabled Key to carry on with his pre—scientific theories

in the fields of early Latin pronunciation, prosody and etymology, ignoring the

criticisms of knowledgeable colleagues like Donaldson and Goldstuecker, and

denouncing, from his official chair of the new science, the real achievements of

those who made it a real discipline. This pantomime was allowed to continue,

on one of the most elevated acaucmic stages in Eurepe, for more than thirty

years, and in the interludes the protagonist, assisted by a small chorus of

supporters, kept claiming, by careful concealment and innuendo, that ho was the

first to apply to Greek and latin the methods of the vary Sanskrit grammarians

whom ho denounced elsewhere. If the ghost of ar. Rosen did nothing during all

these years (and it is sigeiificant that it waS only in 1842, five years after

Rosen’ s death, that Key had the courage to take up the Chair of Co. :parative

Grammar), the rinyes must certainly have turned into Eu!aenides.

be have seen enough to realize that, as a comparative linguist, Key was a

fraud and an impostor. .a plausible fraud, no doubtg he knew enough Latin to

lecture on it and make some minor contributions to its lexicography which,

where they were not concerned with his fantastic metres and etymologies, were

sometimes quite valuable in their minor :ray. That he was an impostor, and a

conscious one, is clear from the manner in which he so carefully worded the

ascription to himself of a theory first suggested by Rosen. This hrin3 us to

the next virtues in Key’s .pecXoy his petty-mindedness and vindictiveness.

Both were manifested in the famous controversy miii: Donaldson about the latter’s

Varronianus. .hen Donaldson published this book in 1844, Key printed. a pamphlet,

blaming the author for appropriating, without acknowledgement, materials first

printed by Key in anonLaeaus articles in The PCIInT Cyclopaedia. A battle of

pamphlets ensucu, cue tmcse were later collccte•a ann reissued by Key (21).

The long and short of it is that Donaldson did. use a number of philological

tables and exanle, of which the anonymous Kay of the Peony Cyclopaedia was

the first compiler. Strictly speaking, one could say that Donaldson should

have acknowledged. his debt. But his excuse for not doing so is reasonable and

just (22) regard to original results, canard principles, emendations of

corrupt passages, every thing, in fact, which amounts to discovery, it is held

that the most scrupulous references ought to be made to the source from which

the information is derivea. .dut with regard to the mere raw materials of

scholarship — quotations, illustrations, laxicograthy, tabular comparisons etc.

it is held that every scholar is entitled to consider them as an advantage with

which he was born — his ‘t ‘acxc-ca •,.‘ To this, Key has no reply, and
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he emerges frees the controversy as a mean and jealous man, who would fight
tes.aciously to win reccgniticn for small services to scholarship which he should
have been glad to see turned into cmmn use by a greater and better man.

But hey’ s attitude is explained when we examine his remarks on pp. 4-5 of
his original ‘Remarks on the Varronianus’. Donaldson had cuotad. in his book a
whole array of foreii narsesg Niebuhr, Grimm, Bopp, Lobeck and. others, and inclu
ded even — God forbids - some Italian names. But the name of that great meteor
of philological science in Great Britain, Thomas Hewitt Key, appeared only once
and in a casual remark. Donaldson, if not a man of great original mind, was a
competent linguist vrho could judge rightly the imoortance of other people’s
achievements. Comoared. with the great pioneers of linguistic science on the
continent, Key was a complete ncnentity who later developed into a dangerous enemy
of the science he professed to represent, and a mention of his name beside those
of Grimm and Bopp would asount to turning a Thersites into the peer of Agamemanon
and AchiJ.les This, however, was not Key’s own picture of himself, and his
resentment at being put in his place by a competent man resulted in this distante—
ful controversy (23).

aith this picture c Key in mind, ei can noo guess what passes between him
and agner. At the be;mning of their acquaintance, Key probably believed that,
by giving his support to tde struggling new arrival, he could win to his o..n side
a learned German, aid a pupil of one of the greatest Letinists of his age. But
he was soon to discover that, kind and. obliging as .agner was in his personal
relations, he would stand no nonsense as far as scholarship was concerned. he
saw through hey’s metrical theories soon enough, and one assumes that it did not
take him long to see throgh his absurd methods of etymology. Such a man was
dangerous, and while Key pretended to help him in his most gentlemanly manner, he
probably did his best, by default ii nothing else, to help in shipping him back to
Germany. It is sinificent that in his last two years in England Vagner dedicated
two of his books to Univeiwity College people. His Apology and Crito of 1669 is
dedicated to . A. Case, .c]low of University College, London. His Phaedo of
1870 is ‘dedIcated to my very dear friend B. R. horton’, who was Key’s Vice-
Headmaster in University College School. One cannot doubt ‘aguer’s sincere
friendship with these two pcople. Horton was certainly one of his closest
friends, and the dedications to bth reappear in all subsequent editions. But
these dedications may also be an eepression, in a way, of the author’s feelings of
belonging to University College, where he certainly hoped to make his career. I
do not know how influential •.. A. Case sos in his College. Horton, one assumes,
was completely in the grip of his powerful Headmaster (Kay, I believe, would not
stand any interference with his own authority: this racy explain why Henry halden,
who started off as joint Headmaster with him, relinquished his post in University
College School in 1842, although this involved no change in his position in the
College itself). I thdnk we can now understand why, in the revised edition of the
Au]ularia, which appeared in the year following Key’s death, the dedication of the
work to the late Professor of Comparative Grammar was omitted.

‘hat sort of scholar did England lose when hilhclm lagner was constrained to
leave the country of his adoption? Before one attempts to answer this question,
there arc a few facts which should be borne in mind. The first one is a fair
warning given us by Adolf Metz at the beginning of his biographical sketch.
..agner died. at an age when many a great scholar would still be at the beginning of
hie career, Had Bentley died at the age of 37, he would now be known in the
history of schalarship only for his Epistole. ad Milliura and his Phalaris; no mean
achievement, that, but only a small part of bentley’s real contribution to scholar
ship. housraan, whose material hardships in the years following on his graduation
can be compared with those of .agner, published his first Ilanilius when he was 44.
Had he died at 37, his only claim to fame would be his early articles, which, at
his death, he did not deem worthy of republication. Scaliger’s De mendatione
Teaporum, Casaubon’s Athensous, Sir .illiam Jones’ essay which announced. his dis



covery of the Tdo-Earopean nature of Sanskrit, fQQfl s Euripides these are

only some examples of works which would. never have been written had their authors
died. at 37, But one should also remember that the authors of most of these works

enjoysa muon better facilities for study and reooarcn than die. an izipoverished
house—tutor in Haochester, an overworked teacher, lecturer and writer of school

texts in London, or an n4jsh master in a secondary school in hamburg.
Of aaner’s linguistic talents there is no doubt0 ‘hen he left school, he

was already fluent in ‘rench, Italian and Modern Greek, apart from the Classical

languages, and two years in England made him an expert on the Elizabethan period

in nuglish literature, all written in a language ho bee. to learn from scratch.
But he was no comparative philologist. He knew no Sanskrit or any other of the

older members of the Indc-European group, except Greek and. Latin, and his writings

show no inclination towards the new discipline. His whole approach to language

was that of the more traditional ‘grammaticus’, and the direction to it was

probably Lven at the hands of Ritsohi.
Nor r25 he a great textual critic. Of all the emendations he offered to the

text he knew best, Pdautus’ Aulularia, only six have lived. to be mentioned in

Lindsay’s 2xford Text (11.262, 268, 377, 449, 559, 311), and of these, only the

last two are admitted into the text itself. his enondations are usually of the

‘indifferent’ type. In Puaed.o 9516, he offers us 2o’ oe tEX2DO

GEOde.L for the :.;ss readings oecc (accepted by most editors after Eekker)

and X-ecc. (which most editors agree is a gloss). This — his only emendation

to the text of this dialog-re — is not an impossibility. But unless one ,,can see

what is wrong .zith a simole and slightly vague Attic colloquialism like COEC3OL

there is no need to emend.
His ideas about the astab1ishmnt of a text out of the NBS are sometimes

strangely reactionary for a man brought up in Germany, by the formr teacher of

Bernays, more than ten years after Lachrrarai’s Lucratius. His text of the Apology

and Crito is, as he says in the preface, ‘almost throughout in strict conformity

with the Bodleiau MB, deviations from which are admitted. only in these places,

chere cther reasons scorned. to render them absolutely necessary’ . But one has to

rcxceinbcr that ‘Lachmann’s Method’, although it scams obvious to most of us, took

501CC years to penetrate into the consciousness o± ecM.tors. As far as Plato’s

text is concerned, it was almost twenty-five years aiter Lachmann’s Lucrotius that

Cobet (24) could still pronounce his famous dictum about burning all the iSS but

one, and almost half a century after Lachmann, in an edidion of Plato’s Republic

published by the Cambridge Press in 1899, James Aciarn still allowed himself to

folIo.: Parisinus A as the ‘best manuscript’
The truth is that agnr was more of a polymath than a scholar. He had a

genuine desire and enthusiasm for linguistic and literary knowledge, an intelligent

and. sensitive mind., naturally adapted to the careful and sympathetic reading of a

great variety of poetic texts, and sensible judg::oent of the contributions cadc to

the various fields of his interest 1y people of a more original turn of mind. He

was no great discoverer, innovator or herald. of na:: methods and systems, and, being

an extremely modest man, never made any such claims for himself. But he was an

ideal editor of poetic texts, and, from his collation of the hitherto unutilized

MS J of Plautus for his first edition of the Aululania, to his later editions of

med.iaeval Greek poetry, he s1cvred. how a man of intelligent and careful habits, even

though he has no great originality, can widen the horizons of his subject. -s

a commentator, he was eminently suitable — to quote hoary Hettleship (25) — ‘to

put the Questions at issue i:i a clear light, and to illustrate them with candid

and. sensible discussion’. In this manner, he became the educator, in some dc—

partmerts of the Classics and. modern languages, of a .:hole generation of British

students.
Had he lived. longer, one can guess that ha would have turned himself into one

of the major exponents of the results of Latin scholarship in Germany. He would

certainly have become a leading expert in the field of modiaeval and early modern

Greek Verse — a subject which still stands in need of much more ;:ork than has been
done in it so far. His pioneering efforts in this Bide., here the careful
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collation and eendat on: of a limited sort of texts was a yoxk nnst suitable to

his ebilities and tomperonent, were fully recognized and reuarded. by scholars in

Greece. Ho was electeL in his lifetime a Member of the Greek Order of the

Redeemer (1875), and of tho ‘flktpiuc8c oe.xoxoyt.xac EOXXoyoc of Constantinople

(1874) and the txoXoyxk tGAxoyoc flcpvc.aaoc in .ithenn (1874). After his

death, an obituary vras published by that prince of Greek mediaevalists Spiridon

Lambros (26). Lambros makes no secret of the fact tiat, at the beginnings of his

activity in this field, the language of mediaeval Grook poetry still held some

seorcts fret him - a fact which should hardly astonish us if we remember that, on

his death at the age of 37, this eminent expert oa mediaeval Greek had as yet had

no op;ortunity of visiting Greece itself. But Lambros counts .lagner, along with

Legrar.! himself, as one of the two pioneers of the systematio study of mediaeval

Greek txts, and calls him the first to apply to those t9ts the critical methods

develr.v. ‘4 by his German masters in the ClasQical field. q :‘ev6A ,ci.v4aci.

j’n.c ,ci d ickeutata !‘Cv) lccpwCl)petCaL npt %jv tcacwvtxtpi 4’iZv itoCat.v

ôuv4e’a IcppoGtvcwc ctitwtcu 8c,. Epoeat&CeI, 6 Bfyvcp. -‘

The Greeks have not forgotten Wagnor, and his vnin still appears in the latest

issue (1927) of Elefterodaic’s &cyolopedio Lexicon, and of the !ey6Ai ‘.XXtvLxfi

‘Zyxwcxouai.ôcCa (1957). This, as :c have seen, is more than anything done to

cherish his momory in the t;ro countries where he lived. Germany may excuse itself.

It is there that he studied and, later, taught in a school (and that school, at

least, has kept his archives and published his only biography so far). But it

was in England that ho matured as a scholar, it is hcre that his first books

appeared, and, even after his return to Germany, he continued to publish most of

his books — and not only the pot—boilers - in the English language. The Dictio

nary of National Biography devotes :hree columns to Key, and in the Ercyclopedia

DritnnrA ca, as long as it was published in this country, there was a short item

on Key as well. In vain does one look for agner’ name there. The four lines

which I quoted earlier on from Sandys’ History of C9sssical Scholarship are, to my

kno’7ledce, the only monument to the memory nf Wa.xr in English lt.tters. They

made ao mention of his multifarious oontributione to scholarship England - apart

from three of his English works - or of his long enjouri in this country. In a

history of scholarship t7ritten ‘sub aeternitatis e.aoie’, liagner may not deserve

more than three lines • But in a History which gi t as Key thrice the space devotod

to ‘.agner, one begins to wonder what has haprc.vi (27). Sandys was a fellow of

St. John’s Colle&e, Cazbridge, where Key had la&n a brilliant undergraduate.

As I have said before, t.agner’ s library a:.i arohivos are still in existence

in the Johanneum in Hamburg. They were used by Ziotz for his biographical sketch.

But ce have seen how many questions, especially those oonneotcd vith :Iagnor’ s life

in England, remain unanswered, while the materials have been available for almost

a century. England did not treat ‘J.ctgner as he deserved. Even when he diod,

sote of the obituary notices in British papers were laughable. An example is

the notice in The Academy, May 8, 1880, p.341: ‘The death is announced of

Prof. is ilhelm hiagncr, of the Johenneum, Hamburg, best known for his publications

of mediaeval Greek texts.’ - And Mr. Handel visa best known for some operas in -

the Italian style. So much for iwagner’ s .many contributions to scholarship in

Great Britain (28). Britain owes wagner some reparations, and the prosont essay

is only a modest effort in this direction. 1hether he will ever enter the -

Sanctum of the Dictionary of National Biography and enjoy there the company of

rI nent scholars like Thoacts Hewitt Key I know not, although I believe that his

activities in this country and his contributions to the development of Zritish

scholarship would justify this, even though he ms not born and did not die in

Great ritain. But some British scholar with the suitable background and an

interest in the history of Classical scholarship may find a torso occupation for

his leisure than a few ciontLs spent in the archives at the Johannoum on the pre

paratien of a full-length biography, hased on the first-hand materials. Apart

from ths mere human interest afforded by iagnc” s life, short as it was, he had a

nu.tLe: of great men who were hj friends and correspondents. They include Ritsohl

an fleokeisen in Gerrrny, Hunro, (ianiington, Nettleship and Robinson Ellis in
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iriglsnd, and Vikelas and. Lentros in Greece to name but a few. A full biograrhy

of aier in English will throvE light on the incidents of his life in this

country in a period of great importance for British scholarship, refutin or

confir::ing, as the case might be, the conjectures made in the present essay. It

may explain the reasons for his ±ailure to establish himself here in greater uetail.

It will constitute a belated. act of atonement for the sufferings he had to undergo

at the hands of the first Professor of Comparative Gram:ar in Great britain.

I cannot conclude without returning for a short while to Cottonopolis, the

place where lack of adequate research facilities made •agner suffer so much for

four of the best years of his life. Owens College, founded. in 1851, was, when

.aaer rbached kanchester, a rather nealigible affair. It has developed very fast

since, ar1d is nov?, as the University of Ilanchester, one of the greatest centres

of learning in the country. Its library is today — and. has been for a considerable

time - one of the best provincial university libraries in England, and, since 1900,

there has also been the magnificent John Rylands Library. A number of competent

Classical scholars have lived in kanchester since saer left it, and. have produced

some usv ‘ui works of scholvrship. Perhaps the greatest of them, is Augustus

Samuel Ukins, who, in 1668, was apacinted Lecturer in Latin, and in the next

year was made Professor of Latin and Lecturer in Comparative Philology at Owens

College. Vi1kins came to Ilanchester as a last resort: he was debarred. from a

fellowship in his ce-n University, Cambridge, for committing the double crime of

being a nonconformist and. getting married.. His first years in kanchester were

probably as difficult as agner’ s, a!-d for the same reasons. But from the 1670’s

onwards, his publications begun to came forth and to establish his name as one of

the leading Lutinists in the country His Oxford 1fext of the Rhetorical works of

Cicevo is still a sensible and useful cre, in spite of more recent9 and fuller,

critecal texts by Reds and kalcovati. His commeni:’r on the Epodes is still one

of the best of its scope in English, and his great . wntary on the Dc Oratore,

receaUy rusriUed in Germ.ny, is a work of Latin as ‘:swship which still rightly

familiar to all students of the subject. Jith hh: ead and. colleague E. B.

England, nkins translated. into English two books h, cnrg Curtius, which made

the young generation of English students familiar “ hi ssiae of the ne. metho.s of

Greek linguistics on the continent. All this we. .w,ld be done — was done — in

nanchester, and one can venture a guess that, he . :x.er arrived there t;:enty

years later, he would have found conditions the; arEa favourable to philological

studies than they were in 1666. He rould ceri n1y nave found the company of

genuine scholars like kilkins arid England more cr:5mmj,el and refreshing than that

of one, at ivast, of his colleagues in London.

One of •.‘ilkins’ first ar1d most promising st;ieuts in Owens College was a

young lorkehire lad called deorge Gissing, rho, at the age of 15, in 1874, was

already a distinguished Classical student, with a promise of a :milliant Classical

career before him. As he did again and again in later life, Gissing wrecked his

career at its most promising point, this tine by contracting a hasty and unsuitable

marriage. In the next twenty years, he worked as a teacher end a literary drudge

in Boston and London, but established himself as one of the mosb famous English

novelists of his day. In 1891, Gissing settled down in Exeter, and here he wrote,

among other things, his famous noval Born in Exile. Like many of his novels, it

is partly autobiogranhical. It is no business of :Rna to sum up the plot: a copy

of the novel is mercifuLy avaUble in Exeter University Library. Jhat interests

us is that the hero, OwIki Pm k, a former student Of O’.rens College (thinly dis

guised as hi-talas Collcgr, Kiresmill), after years of drudgery in London moves

to Zxe:er, and here k teLls in love with a local gdrl called Sid::ell, who lives

in a Vktorian ::zsici at the north end of Old iverton Road. — one of those beau

tiful hrwes whUh can still be seen there today. Eke novel is usually taken to

he the i ret of its kind in English, written against the background of a redbrick

university. Thh is an exaggeration. Only part of the first of its five parts

is ccnnc--: ed with smens Colleg-€, and only its first chapter actually takes place

;iithU :-:e College itself. Tie few descriptions of kanchester are rather vague.

But U for its lovely descriL:ze of Exeter that one turns to this novel.
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Exeter exercised a constanir fascination on Gissing. Eis lottera of tha ptriod
(29) have some beautiful descriptions of Exeter and the happiness he found in

this lovely and 2eaceful city. His last - perhaps his best — bock, The Private
Papers of Henry Ryscroft (1903), returns to this topic. After years of drudgery
in London, the weary old veteran of letters at last settles down in a cottage
near Exeter. This, for 1im, is a haven of rest after the exasperating years in
the capital, and the beauty and peacefulness of the Devon countryside are superbly
described.

Beautiful, quiet and peaceful Exeter still is - though perhaps not as much
as it was seventy years ago. But our concern is with the history of Classical
scholarship. iben I read, a fe years ago and in Exeter, s bitter remarks
about lack of research facilities in the Manchester of his age, they struck a
very familiar note. Exeter has had a University College for nearly fifty years,
and full University status for the last twelve; it hn had a Department of
Classics for sczaething like thirty years, th a full professor at its head for
the last tv:enty. It still offers no adequate facilities for studying the Classics
for those who wish to pursue it on research level. If tagner had to live in
Exeter today, one can imae what his reaction would be. But why talk in
conditionals and iraperfects? There are now in Exeter a number of people, paid
to be Classical scholars, interested in researnh in their subject, who feel
continually frustrated for lack of proper research conditions • The present
essay is a good epecinen. It is not a proper contribution to Classical scholar-
ship, but rather marginal to it. Its author can only consider it as a parergon -

though he has found his preoccupation with its subject, with all its detective
problem, a rather fascinating thing. The pointis that even an essay like this,
where almost all the materials come from English publications of the last hundred -

years or so, could never have been written in Exeter conditions • Even inter-
library loans and the London Library were not enough, and a good few days in the a

British Lbiseum were an absolute necessity even for the conysition of an essay
like this. The comparison with Manchester, where, a century after iagner le.t
it, 4.t is possible for a scholar like Gunther Zuntz to enrich our knowledge of
Classical, Hsflenistic and. Byzantine Greok year after year, without having to
take the train to London whenever he has to finish the smallest article or note,
is striking. After twenty yeats of existence, :ranchester was already capable
of providing tilkins with the pLoper means of vriting Classical books of a high
standard. After more than half a century, Exeter still has not provided us with
enyth1ng comparable to it • A future student of the history of Classical
soholarship in this country, if he ever finds it of any interest to turn his
gaze on the Exeter of the 1960’s (and the Spartans answered: ‘If’), nay find it ‘-

useful to have before him a clear statement of this fact. Perhaps by his time,
if he lives a hundred years or so hence, the words of the hero of Born in Exile
(30) may have become a reality:

‘I shafl stay first of all in Exeter’, Godwin replied iith deliberation;
‘one can get hold of books there’.

J. GLUCIcER
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APPENDIX

L0iG, LIT MW TEE iThW C1IAflLUS

The first 4lit±on (1039) of The New Cratylus is dedicated ‘To George long, Esq.,

former)y I’zofensor of Greek Ln the University of London, as a slight memorial of

regara and estcem from his so’.tima pupil, the author’. In it, p.30, appear the

follovz-’g words: ‘The sEtabliehoent of on English school of philolojy is to be

referred to the opening of the London Univcrsity in l826.. and may be truly

ascribed to the t.ode. of teaching adopted by the first Greek ?rofesaor at that

institution. It would be impertinent to speak here of the various labours of

this scholar, but it is right to mention that to him and to his colleague in the

Latin chair tie owe the first application of comparative philology to the public

teaching of the classical languages’. All that Donaldson has to say in this

edition about Rosen is (p.35): ‘Je have indeed lost ziuch by the recent death

of Dr. Rosen, who, though a Gcrz2n, was by his residence in England, as

Professor of Sansorit in the University of London, almost naturalized among us,

and had at all events consecrated his learning and abilities to the service of

philology’. Not a vroDd here about the fact, so clearly stated in later

editions, that it is to him that we owe the real beginnings of the teaching of

philology in London. This, in fact, has just been ascribed to the first Greek

and. Latin Professors, Key and. Long. But it is significant that, even in this

early edition, the author does not give the names of Long end Key in his

historical chapter, and navcr mentIons them, even by their titles, on pp.35—6,

among those scholars in Britain whose printed work has contributed to the a

advance of comparative philology.
The second edition of The New Cretylu.e appeared in 1850, six years after the

Varronianus controversy. te have just seen hos Key behaved in this contro

versy, of which he was the prime mover. Key and Donaldson, throughout this

controversy, appealed to George Long as an independent judge. After a long

silence on his side, while both Key end Donaldson remained very active, Long

sent a letter to Key — the last document to appear in the ‘collected papers’ of

this controversy. In his letter, Long exgressed, in very careful terms, his

general dsh to be left out of the controvers;. But he did not abstain from

castigating Donaldson for the sharpness of some of Us replies. a modern reader

cannot help feeling that Long understood the point at issue and that, although

he was an old friend of iCey’s (he had sponsored, as early as 1828, Key’s appoint

ment to the chair of Ltin in London), he could not bring himself down to taking

Donaldson’s ‘plaiarisns’ as seriously as Zey wished him to take them. But,

because he was a friend of Key - and only an old and helpful tutor to Donaldson -

he did take the step of addressing the final letter to Key, and he did blame

Donaldson for his hard languaje, without even a hint of blame for Key, whose

idiocy ras the first cause of the whole ridiculous episode. Horeover, long

implies in his letter that, in a prints conversation with Donaldson, he had

admitted the justice of the latter’ s point of view — but then he proceeds to say

that it was ungentlemanly of Donaldson to publish the contents of a primte con

versation!
For such ‘gentlemRnly’ behaviour, Long had now forfeited any claim to the ‘regard

and esteem from his sometime pupil’, and it is not surprising that the second

edition of The rew Cratylus is dedicated, not to George Long, but to Trinity

College, Cambridge. Here, the statement about Key and Long is, of course,
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omitted y:hcre it appeared. in the first edition (p.39 = p.30 of the first ed.),

and, instead, we now have the statement.about Dr. Rosen in its new and extended
form, and th footnote on pf.45-6 added, in which the claims of Key and Long for
any originality in the field of comparative philology are exploded. I have
already quoted a long extract from this footnote, and one can only add, that

Donaldson’s phrase concerning ‘a youthful feeling of regard to one of his former

tutors’ refers, of course, to George Long, who had ‘d.iscovered’ Donaldson when he

was a student in London in 1830-31, and was then instrumental in sending him to

Cambridge. ‘Regard and esteem’ arc, after all, the terms used in the dedication

to Long of the 1839 edition.
As we have seen, what an-ered Key more than anything eisa in the Varronianus was

the fact that here, in the Latin counterpart of The New Cratylus, he was no longer

mentioned as one of those who first introduced philology into London, and his

name only appeared once, and in a minor context. This ;as seven years after the

death of Dr. Rosen, two years after Keynd assumed the chair of Comparative

Grammar in London. I believe (though lack of books in Exeter does not allow me

to examine the evidence at present) that, by this time, Key had already made

public his later, unscientific view about Latin pronunciation and etymology, and

that Donaldson had, by that time, found out the truth about the real source of

the new and revolutionary teaching of philology in London - which, in 1830-1, he

himself had received at the hands of Key and Long, and for which, even as late

as 1039, he still held them responsible. I think it not unlikely that Dar1allson,

who had many friends in London and its University, made no secret of this newly

acquired information in his conversation, and that when his Varronianus came out,

Key had good reasons to understand why he was so casually being treated in it.

Ii unas is the case, one may have here tne h’t- O(CGLC of the Iarro—

nianus controversy. This can explain Dcnaldson’s violent exposure of Long and

Key in the 1350 edition of The New Cratylus. Here, he not only stated aosen’s

claims and exploded those of Long and Key. It is also here that some of the

footnotes con;aining those sarcastic remarks about Key’s etymologies made their

first eppearance, and one of them (pp.222-3) is very much longer than its counter

part in later editions (.248 of the fourth). In the third edition (1859, of

which the fourth, printed after the author’s death, is a mere reproduction), this

note was shortened and others, but fairly short ones, were added. The long note

about the claims of Long and Key on pp.45—6 of th second edition was here

omitted, though part of it was added to the main text, in a slightly modified

forra. It looks as though, once he had explained at some length in his second

edition the mistake he had. made in the first about Key and Long, he was satisfied

with inserting in the later editions a shorter statement of the facts. This may

be because, even no-:, he still felt some respect towards Long, and did not wish,

in the final version of the book, to harp on Long’s part in the Rosen affair at

great length. It is certainly significant that Il: the index to the later

edition, Tey’s name apaears, and one is referred to all the footnotes about Key,

although in none of them is he mentioned by name. The only reference to Key, —

anonymous like the rest, but unmistakeable - which is not mentioned in the index,

is to the passage about Rosen on p.55, where Long is mentioned in the same

unsavoury context. Lflg name never appears in the index.

Long -:as a man to whom Donaldson owed some gratitude. :orcover, although one

has no reason to disbelieve Donaldson’s testimony that Long, along with Key,

claimed after the death 0f Dr. Rosen praise which was due to Rosen himself, one

can at least say in his defence that he never claimed to make any contributions

in print, after 1830, to the advancement of philological studies. Long’s

publications after that date consist wholly of editions, with notes, of some Latin

texts, translations from Greck and Latin (his LTarcus Aurelius is still a classic

in the field of translations of the Classical authors), and popular books on

ancient and modern history. To all intents and Purposes, tha nineteenth century

ceased to exist for George Long after lb3O, and he made no claim to be one of the

great philologists of that century. But it is interesting to see that, between

1828 and 1830, the first years of the University of London - and of Rosen’s
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activities in it, Long published a number of items concerned with the comparative
philology of Creek and Latin. In 1830, Rosen left University College to live on
private tutoring (until his return as Professor of Senskrit in 1636), and Long
returned to the eighteenth century.
But Key was a different man. As we have seen, he did not forsake his philological
efforts when his former mentor and source died. Instead, he preferred to return
to pre-Rosen and pre-Sanskrit methods (see The Spectator, May 5, 1888, pp.634—5),
but remain officially a philologist and, while publicly becoming an enemy of the
ne:i science, still claim for himself a discovery of Rosen’s for which he had
merely acted as public relations officer. To Donaldson, who had spent most of
his life trying to acquaint the British public with the results of comparative
philology, this must have been ever, a more painful spectacle than it can ever be
to a modern reader. Key’s pompous and petty claims to fame, presented iii such
an unpleasant manner in the Varronianus affair, must ave been the last straw.
I believe thaz, in 1839, only two years after Rosen’s death, and three years before
Key :ook the chair of Comparative GrarnrLar, Donaldson was quite candid and sincere
in attributing to Key and Long the first introduction of comparative philology
to the teaching of Greek and Latin in London. It is true that he says (footnote,
p.46 of the second edition) ‘at the time no doubt the Classical Professors did.
not attempt to conceal their debt to Dr. Rosen’ , and one remembers that, ‘at the
time’ means the years soon after 1621, when Donaldson himself was for a while one
of their pupils in London. But in 1131, and even as late as 1839, Donaldson may
still have thought that what Key and Long owed Rosen was only a small part o± their
achievement, and that the main fact of introducing comparative philology into the
Classical lecture room of London University was their own idea: after all, were
they not a party to the appointment of Rosen himself? As long as Rocen was about,
Long end Key were probably under his spell, and it took them some years ftcr
his death to recover. Long returned to the harmless pleasures of an eighteenth
century don, and. Key to the harmful theories of ‘lucus a non lucendo’ . A close
friend like John Power Hicks knew, years after Key’s death, and most probably from
private conversation, that the suggestion to apply the ‘crude—form’ method to
Latin was really made for the first by Rosen. But when it •w-s published in
1331, anu even eight years later, Donaldson may still have thought that this was
Key’s own idea. It was only when, long after Rosen’s death, Key turned himself
into the official exponent in Britain of the new philology, and at the same time
began to show himself in his true colours, that the truth of the matter must have
dawned on Donaldson at last. One is tempted to speculate on the possibility that,
sone time between 1339 and 1844, someone ‘in the know’ told Donaldson the true
source of Key’s great discovery. Be that as it lacy, I see no reason to suspect
thc truth of Donaldson’s statement in the second edition (note on p.46) that ‘he
has since then become aware’ etc.. I therefore have no doubts about Donaldson’s
complete honesty in this matter. But for the Varronianus affair, he raigh h.ve
toned down the language of hi footnote about Long and Key in the second edition -

or he might even have been satisfied with a mere omission of the sentence confir—
ring their claims. That he aouldn no case have retained this sentence, I have
no doubt.
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sor ALLU$IC:s liT cRLIM AN R0 i.N LTTE:h Tla TO ThE CENTER OR

LI,EiMC TTXDIES, WAShhiTTON D.C., AEE ri’s DI?ZCTOR.

[The contribution to scholarship vthich foflo’js first appeared in

FastschriftBI.Kno MOiXVII and I am grateful to the honorand

for permission to republish iL. A fe.r points need explaining. The

Director is Proiessor Dernard Knox Hector is the name of his huge

and, to the author at laast, terri’ying dog0 Mrs. Marie Beale

bequeahed the land on which the Center stands, and Mr. Paul Mellon

is its chief benefactor0 F.D.H.]

A number of allusions to the Center for Hellenic Studies and to its Director

in Creik and Roman literature appear to have escaped the notice of scholars.

It is my purpose in this brief note to call attention to the most remarkable

of theme

The Center is briefly described by Plutarch [ii: 5 pt -?c 5c

Xi taCScuaLç cox -o’ c;:ouSic-o ‘ç c’ oç X6yoc aiXCaç :cn

&X? xet X’ KP° cxc ycpux uou ct itepc

nç oucouC xot tpayc-i.xç “ducation in postry and

Seilenic studies wa cultivated there no less than friendly rivalry in purity

of dic.tin indeed it [..ashirigton] had a Center for Hellenic Studies [21 to

stimulate the spirit and to provoke enthusiastic and effective efforts.”

Similarly, in the L,1, Bdecleoi exclaims:
sxouei yap ;c ---po.

4) >(tOUC C cE;LpeyOEç

ItiGE CL 2OUGL iCflt ysi,icXo’.

“For they have a most sharp-vri-uted Center, where they make stinging remarks,

and yell and leap about and knock people, like briht sparks.” Pindar L41
refers both to the Fellows and to the founders:

... kupo ...

• 5’ o’tc a’pa’tc
cuae’$c, &o’Qoi.c
o”OLDi ‘OCUO! ‘CC’. O—

.‘ , ,

poc’ : -c S U:pSC ‘tctpoC.

“The Center .. which produced an amazing band of scholars, resembling both

parents, like their mother LMrs. Beale] in the lower parts, hut like their

father Ltir. Mellon] in the upper”

Like Plato’s cademy, the Centea’ attractec1 much abuse in antiquity.

Echoes of this are preserved, in Hesychius, where ‘J’CUPOI [51 is explained

as Xi’o’eC, “plaiarists”, and ::,p6c as CPOLX. Similarly, Hesychius

gives us ‘o oi 7tc:pè Kc’upoo 7tcpo SE. ... ‘CW’ COC’U’

‘tc•’tOE\’O’ : “There’s no intelligence in Centers’: proverbially applied to

incompetent scholars.” An alarming picture of conditions in the Center is

drawn by Seneca L6]: descriptus est career infernus et perpetuo Knocte

oppressa regio, in qua
ingens ianitor Orci

ossa super recubans antro semesa cmiento
aeternum latrans exsangues terreat umbras.

“It is described as an infernal prison, and as an area oppressed by the continual

presence of Knox, where ‘the huge hound of Hell [Hector], lying in his bloody

kennel on top of half—gmawed bones, terrifies the pale shades Lthe Fellows

[711 with his perpetual barking’”. Thus too in the Aeneid [ 1 the sleepless

Dirlo is unable even to dream of the Director of the Center and his dog:

at non infclix animi Phoenissa neque umquam
solvitur in somos oculisue aut Hectore Knoctem

accipit.
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Dido is distra.,,rh and cannot get to sleet or even have (sc. the image
of) Knox with LJ’ .‘e 1 ‘e ha’e a very valuable
pieie of ev1i.”() :11h P’’’ ‘:1 . L9i a lLt of names, “all
of v;hom thry ey v’ : ‘.:‘ s ii PeIJ,o &‘ se are clearly the
riickname .; ‘i.ich vu vcr: . it is beyond the
scope of ts a1e to rt to ide fr eh’i.ar 1i’ cnestion. The
passage rujas as 1’ .l: ‘)? Dolus, .:‘c’bL:3 I oer Invidc1tia, Faturn,
Senectui, , :i ‘‘,2re] , C:a a F’aus, Pertinacia,
Parcae, Hesperides, crrLa; cuoa oinIs Krocte natos ferunt”.

ITo o:

D. iiVEY

Te f:r Loj,].oi’.ic
Jaington

[ii Plut. Lycur. 2ll. It vriil be secr that the snolling of bhe Greeh
word. for the Centar varies betvieen Ev’tCOv and FcvaipoC this
reflects the difi’ace bat:een the English spelling “Centret’ and
the AmeLjcan “Center”.

[‘i) iXr aoausatie of esact
[3] Aris;oh Je ?57
[41 Pio.d, 2iS
[5] The plural here and in the thud citation from Hesychius must mean “the

Center for Hellenic Studies and Duml2arton Oaks”0
Sen. ‘op0 82.16 perpetuo Knocte: perpotaa noce codd.., absurde
For the paleness of scholars, cf. eg0 Aristoph. Clouds 103.
Verg. 4.529—3l Hectore Knoctem: pectore noctem codd,, prabsurde.
Cij, deiat0Deor 3.(17).44, Knocte: nocte oodd0ete1.stultiosim

[6]
[71
[51
ro

r.
0

‘ ‘ —

• ‘
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HYJAS ; }IERCLES

The earliest extant presentations of’ the story tact cont

hylas and Heracles are in Apollcnius i4aod.ius1 and Thoocritus .

Thçr tell how Heracles snatched Hylas avray from his parents while

still a child, how he locked, after him and. took him on the argonaut

expedition so as nt to be separated and how he searched when the

nymphs had. lured Hylas to his death dovn a welL Hylas belongs to

the mytholo of the inhabitants of Cbs and. Prusias on the southern

shore of the Propontis3. He is traditionally interpreted as

fertility god who died. and. was reborn annually4, and H.J. Rce-

compares him to Linus, Lityerses, Osiris, Bormus, and Maneros. The

most appropriate of these parallel is Bormus who, like Hylas, went

in search of water and disappeared°. Of Hylas Rose only says that

he revived. ‘no doubt in springtime’0 The time of year when this

type of deity revived is difficult to determine since it was the

death that was usually celebrated. In Hylas’ case the season at

which this occurred can be worked out from Theocritus.

He says that the Argonaut expedition set out when the Pleiads

were rising and. spring was just turning to summer7. In this part

of the year the Plelads rose at the end. of April and. the beginning

of ay. Three days after the expedition started it reached the

Hellespont8. Gow notes that elsewhere in Theocritus the adventure

of the Argonauts which in Apollonius immediately follows Hylas’

death took place whefl the meadows were bright with flowers which

bloom cpoc XyooC2. Ilylas died at the beginning of surmer He

ds nob a fertility deity of the Adonis type who died at midsummer

and whose death represents the final ‘death’ of the corn when it is

stored. in underground silos after winnowing He represents the10

‘death’ of the corn vihen it is reaped at the beginning of summer

The season of his death is important because it links ap with tne

festival of Cretan Zeus who is, like Hlas, a dying and reviving

fertility daity and who is connected with Hylas in another way that

will become evident11, But in Apollonius and. Theocritus there is

1ittL trace of Hylas the fertility deity0

Indeed in Apo1lonus he is no more than Hexacles’ servant

though the account includes certain interesting details. It is

Theocritus who reveals the way in which the Greeks locked at the

story.

ccording to Theccnitus-2Heracles took Hylas while still a

boy so that he could teach him all his ovm skills and m::ke him into

a true man. The motif is derived from rites of initiation. A

boy is taken away from his parents in order to learn the skills

that he will need in adult life. Achilles’ life followed. the same

pattern. His parents first entfsted him to Chiron who gave him

special foods to make him strong , and. when he was nine Thetis,

wanting to stop him going to Troy where it was fated for him to

die, dressed. him in female clothes and put him in Lycomedes’ care

among the .cyrians’4. A.E. Crawley, noting that Odysseus took

him straight from Scyros to fight at Troy, suggested that his stay

with the Scyrians marked his period of initiation immediately before

becoming fully adult-5. Frazer rightly protested against this on

the grounds that there was no parallel for the start of the final

period of initiation at so early an agel6, and Cretan evidence shows

that a period. of special association with women and removal from the

parental home occurred before a boy had become an ephebe. It was
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after his period a anephebe that a youth was considered fully
adult. Cretan were called aoCo bec&us they spent
much of their time in the women’s part of the house8 and they
spent two months out in the wilds with a lover9 when they
became ephebes they were physically but not socially adult, and
this is the stage at which Achilles would be when he left the
3cyrians. Like Hylas he received instruction in manly things
before reaching puberty0 He:acles was still performir.ig the task
when he took Hylas on the Argor.aut expedition The expedition’s
departure coincided with a change in Hyias status for, according
to Apollonius20,he had. then reached his 7p Theseus had
reached the same stage when he arrived in Athns frem Trozen
according to Bahylides who pictured him in other respects as an
Athenian ephebe . was marked by- the first appearance
of the beard — a feature bhat the Greeks especially admired — and
generally cccurred at about the age of sixteen. At this stage a
youth became, in Athenian terms an epheiDe22. The organisation of
youths into bands of ephebes was a widespread, though declining,
institution in Hellenistic times so that a poet could be sure the
ideas associated with ephehes were well kncwn, Then Hylas went
with the Argonauts he had reached the age at which a youth became
an ephebe.

Pierre VidalNaçueb has investigated in an important arbic]e
the ideas associated with the Athenian ephebeia23. His geneai
thesis, which I believe he has successfully demonstrated, is that
it was a aeriod when youtL, besides learning the skills that they
needed when adult, also behaved in a ranner completely opposite to
the way they would act when full members of society. Three of
these ideas are present in the story of Hylas.

The first concerns the method of wagitig war. Ephebes, though
they received training in hoplite tactics fought as light armed
troops. In Greece, at any rate until the fourth century and with
a few exceptions, this was an inferior way of fighting. The adult
man had failed if he was not able to hold his place in the hoplite
ranks, Though Vidal—Naquet does not discuss it, the bow was also 4.

an inferior weapon from Homeric times onwards. A poem in the
Palatine antho1or shows -Ghat youths when about to become adult
dedipted their arrows to Hermes because they had- no more use fox’

and Artemis the goddess of immature youth carried a bow25.
It was ne of Hylas’ special duties to care for Heracles’ bow and
arrovis20e

The second idea concerns the place f habitation. Ephebes were
sent to guard the wild frontier regions and even vhen being trained
lived on the outskirts of the city”. So when Heracles snatched
Hylas as a boy he took him away from his home28. Again when he
want with the Argonauts, from the Greek point of view he was
travelling to the wilds though from his own point of view he was
going home0

The third coilcerns the time of Hylas’ death. Vidal—Naquet
draws a distinction between hunting by day and by night9.
Generally adults went hunting by day and youths by night. It v-as
after nightfall that Hylas went hunting for water since Apollonius
says that the Argonauts began preparing the feast for which Hylas
was to bring the water after they had sacrificed to Apollo Ecbasius
at nightfall300
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Bearing in mind the principle of reversal that can be applied.
to an ephobe’ s life, it follows that during the t:ae in the wilds
he had. to abstain from contact with the cpposie sex and. reniain.
unua:rrie1i tsr example, in Crete ib was not until n young man
hal lefl no L h s, ceed lo bs an coiei Ot ho
was ailc..i ) 1ua:r J:1s. ‘queU does not state tea p-oinciple
in so inony we. Is ]ju;it is implicit iii his disouss:Lou of Loianion
and Ataltaia. Iianior i-ias a name (nie Black Man) that links
him with i.Mlan thus, one of Lhe aetiological heroes of the Apaturia
who was so named because ephebes wore black clocks33. Melanion is
an ephebe who nevertheless married Atalanta. The marriage is ill—
starred since after making love illegally in a temple of Zeus or
Cybele they are ransforned into lions or czolves34. It is no sur—
prise to learn that Hylas died when he succumbed to the charms of
a nymph out in the wilds for he had. broken one of the cardinal
rules of his status. His crime was the very opposite of that
committed by Euripides’ Phaethon who, though he was an adult3S,
refused to marry and accept an adult’s responsibilities3

Theocritus’ version of Hylas story provides a starting point
which allows us to connect him with an initiation pattern and some
of ii:; associated ideas. Between the pattern, which is known
mainly from Athens, and the Hylas episode there is one differenoe
Hylas reached his rpLi) 31] and went away Uke an ephebe at the end
of spring whereas ithc:aian youths made a hair oering to mark the
beginning of their period as ephebes at he Apaturia which fell in
October37. But the date of the ceremony for which the Cretan Hymn
of the Curetes was written shows that the season when youths were
initiated, was not the same everywhere.

M.L. .est38 has most recently investigated the siificance of
this hymn concentrating Qi the Curetes’ fertility aspect and not
even mentioning Jane Harrison’ a researches39. She showed that the
Cucetes were a group of young initiates and that the myth of Zeus’
birth and his protection by the Curetes from his father Cronus
reflects a pattern of initiation. It is a common way of thinking
attested by &idence Lion many primitive societies that initiation
into a new status is equivalent to death and rebirth40. Zeus is
born and. received into the band of Curctes. The hymn invckss

Greatest Couros, son of Cronus’ who must be Cretan Zeuc
iacording to IIesychius4-the Cretans called Zeus FEXXJ0c and there
is evidence for his a’orship under this title in classical times at
Cnossus, Lyttus, and Gortyn42. His festival in L’ttus took place
on the Kalends of May43, that is, at the very time when Hylas
departed with the Aronauts. Theecritus, it should be noted,
called him a copo.

But, strong as the Curetes’ connection with initiation is, they
are also involved with the cycle of fertility as est moat clearly
shows. The same is true of Hylas, The inhabitants of his homeland
celebrated a festival during which they went out into the wilds to
search for him45. The occasion of the festival, which is not
stated, was presumably when he disappeared in spring since lament
ation played a pro.•sinent part. There is no indication that it was
an initiation festtval in Cios and Prusias. This aspect appears
to be a literary addition to the story. It is manifest in
Theocritus and lies behind Apoilonius account46, As the former’s
poem seems dependent on the Argonautics, and not vice versa47,
Apollonius was writing with a version of the story in mind that
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already included initiation motifs. They becane part of the story
when Hylas was made Heracles’ lover. As evidence for this associa
tion earlier than the trio of poets Callimachus, Apollonius and
Theocritus, is all open to dispute48, I believe that it was
Callimachus who associated them49 and in so doing introduced initia
tion motifs which in extant accounts are clearest in Theocritus’
poem. From it we see how a story’s siilficance could be changed
by the cultural milieu to uhich it was transferred.

J.H. Cowell

I
NOTES.

1. Argonautica 1, 1207 IT.
2. Idyll l.
3. See Strabo 12, 4, 3.
4. See for example L.R. Farnell, Greek Hero—Cults and Ideas of

Immortality, p.23.
*

5. A Handbook of Greek Mythology6,P.200.
6. Nymhis 432 F 5b Jacoiy ap. Athenaeus 14, 619F — 620A. In

another version he dies, like Adonis, while out hunting (Sco1iast
to Aesch., Persians, 940; Pollux 4, 53).

7. Lines 25—6.
8. Line 29.
9. Theocritus, II p.237. He refers to Idyll 22,43,
10. Bormus also died during the reaping season. He went to fetch

water for the reapers (Nymphis, bc. cit.) and. so died during
the poç (3c1o1. Aes..h. bc. cit.; Pollux bc. cit.).
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still a (line 6) and ApolLonius while still ‘T)7tLcXOc (1, 1212).
13. Ajioilod.orus, Bibl., 3, 13, 6.
14. Aoollodorus, 3, 13, 8.
15, ch11es at Scyros, Class. Rev. 7, 1893, pp. 243 — 5.
16. The Youth of Achilles, Class. Rev. 7, 1893, pp. 292 — 4.
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18. Scholiast to Euripides, Alcestis, 989.
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20, Argonautica 1, 132.
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wp’ioc (line 57),
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ephebe until he was eighteen, but J. Labarbe has demonstrated
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phratries which took place at the age of sixteen. See J. Labarbe,
L’áe correspondant au sacrifice du XOPCLO et les donnes
historiques du sixiio discours d’Ise, Bull. Acad. Roy. Beig.
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24. nnth. Pal. 6, 282 = C-ow and Page, Hellenistic Ipigrams, lines
3590 ff.

25. For Artemis mistress of arrowe see Eur., Hippa, 167 — 8 In

the same way Apollo was an archer and XOUPOPO(2O.
26. Why Heracles (and certain other heroes) whom we thirc of as

especially manly carried a bow and arrows is a question too
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his death Heracles married Hebe (the earliest reference is
Odyssey 11, 602 - 3) and pi1 vas reached when a youth became
physically mature. In Diodorus (, 39, 2 — 3) Heracles before
marrying Hebe is passed by Hera through her clothes so that he
should appear to be born a second time. The Hesychian gloss
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rather re-initiation).
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28. Apollonius 1, 1212.
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Cambridge, New Chapters in C-reek Literature, third series, p. 143)
and spends all his time hunting and in the rmnasia (this is the
implication of Clymene’s statement, f. 785 N2, that she hates
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37, The offering was made on the third day of the festival, MoUpEw.G

(see Suidas and Hesychius s.v.).
38. The Dictaean Hymn to the Kouros, Jour. Hell. St. 85, 1965,
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SECA STRUT AD FiS

“Say no more, Seneca; I’m your mann There’s no better stage manager
in the business, or my name jsri’t Dominus Gregis. You won’t have any
cause for complaint in the performance; all my lads are trained to a T
and there isn’t an unfreed slave amongst them Mind you, this ion’t the
sort of thing they’ve been used to acting just lately, but they’ll learn,
they’ll learn.

“Before we get down to brass tacks, Seneca, do you mind satisfying
my curiosity as to why you’ve suddenly decided to go in for this lark?
Recitation parties too limited in scope, or what? Not that I’m against
a bit of artistic branching-out, far from it’. But I didn’t know you were
what one might call a theatre—going man, and I must say your proposition
has taken me by surprise.. Feeling a bit of Imperial pressure, I suppose?
That’s an infirmity we all have to yield to from time to time. Me too —

those guards used. to get my goat, standing around freezing the audience
with their stiff faces.. I wouldn’t have minded so much if they’d had
any artistic appreciation. Still, at least that curse has been removed,
and Nero doesn’t seem to care a damn what anybody says about him, bless
his august little fiddle’.

“One small point, Seneca, which you might not think is worth your
attention, but which matters a lot to me in my profession. Is your
tragedy — ahem — are you sure this Phaedra is going to go down well with
your new public? I mean, don’t forget that these people are used to wild.
beast shows, glatorial ccmbat, pantomimes and the like. They’re not
all as perceptive as your literary friends. Aren’t they going to get,
wel, bored? Oh, you’ve taken that into account? There’s no problem then,
if as you say you’ve put in plenty of spectacle and gore, and made the
philosophy nice and. easy to appeal to the man on the street. You don’t
mean to say that you’ve always written your tragedies with a view to a
future stage production? Great, great. Pernaps we won’t have to chop
and change too much after all, though — what, no adaptations? Is that a
clause in our contract?

“.ell, in that case I suggest that we go into this more thoroughly
before I commit myself. I don’t want to risk having my costumes ruined
by too many old tomatoes, haw hawk I suggest you read me your tragedy
right here and now, just like you recited it at your last Lilerary Club
meeting or whatever pu call it, and after that we’ll go through the
script together and I’ll get my 3rnarmio over here to take notes of props,
costumes and stage directions. Very quick with his stylus, he is — a
Greek well worth his salt for a change. O.K.? Off you go then.

(Some considerable time later)
“Thanks a lot, Seneca3 Great, just great. I see what you mean

about public appeal — I kept noticing things all the way through.
—Smarmio, come over here and bring your writing block. I want you to

take down some notes while I go through a new playscript we’re going to
put on shortly. — Right, Seneca, just one more time through the script
if you’re ready —we don’t want any slip—up on the night, do we, haw hew’.
That reminds me, a bit of sawdust for that last scene might be in order. -

Sav.dust, little Greek. Stop grinning at the sky and write.
—

“Curtain down and we start with a rousing spectacle to make the
yobs sit up and stop scratching. Scene, early morning, Theseus’s front
yard at Athens. Enter Hippolytus with at least 20 huntsmen, I should
say, plus 4 pairs of hounds, breed respectively non—barking,Molossian,
Cretan and Spartan. Props for hunters, as follows; heavy wide-meshed



nets, smooth—wrought snares, one line with crimson feathers at least

1 each dart, 1 heavy onk shaft with iron head, and 1 curved hunting knife.

Oh, and a statue of Diana. Hippolytus to gesticulate in 7 different
directions, huntemen to adjust leashes of dogs according to script, similar
for nets — look here, Seneca, the huntsmen are going to walk off v.ith
buckled knees under all that lot if Hippolytus stands praying all that
time. Of course, the huntsmen start moving off from line 54, j5fl th.t
right? Line 81, barking hounds heard off-stage, hasty amen from Hippo
lytus and exit in same direction. Dramatic pause.

“Enter Phaedra from Palace talking to Crete. Oh sorry, it’s the
Nurse you say? Oh yes, line 129 - you had me fooled there, Seneca — she
must come in with Phaedra. I get it, Phaedra uses Nurse as a thinking-
post. Very bright, very bright. And Nurse not being so very bright,
thinks Phaedra’s been talking to her, and. obliges with a bit of good
advice, nice and eloquent to appeal to the men in the audience who remem
ber their school—days, swotting away at rhetoric. I bet they’ll be
ever so glad you reminded them that the Getae, the inhospitable Taurians
and the scattered. Scythians, at any rate, don’t commit incest Sorry,
Seneca. Anyway Phaedra stops looking through Nurse and looks her
sometime during all this fine speaking, and makes a reasonable enough
answer; Nurse adopts a philosophic tone for t’:e benefit nf those lovely

grandmothers out there; you’ve got ‘em spellbound, Seneca. This goes
on for a bit, speeches shorten, tension mounts, every word counts — tension
snaps as Nurse bares breast 1.246; will Phaedra yield? She resolves on
death not dishonour, 1.259 looks round for a weapon, 1.261 begins & slow
dash into th palace to continue her search, followed by totsring and
remonstrating Nurse, who presumably carries on pleading within the Palace
while the Chorus sing their first Ode.

‘Problems here, Seneca0 How does the Chorus get on stage, and -

when, and who the Hades are they supposed to ce? You hadn’t thought. hat

about sympathetic Athenian citizens, since they obviously know all about
Phaedra’s little problem? ‘hat You don’t maan it. That’s not possible.

Now look, you can’t have the chorus on stage at the same time as all
those dogs and huntsmen. Either you have one lot on, or the other. You

won’t sacrifice the hutsmen? — O.K. Smarmy, take this down. Lxeunt

huntsraen 1.53 as we said; chorus enter 1.84 from the other side so as

not to get mixed up with the hounds, and anyway they’d be coning from the

town direction, not the country. — Fine, exaept that Phaeira’s very rude
not to acknowledge their presence - mind you, she in a hit of a brown
study when she enters, as I remarked before.

“Enter Hurse 1.358 to be met with anxious enquiry from chorus as to

Phaedra’s progress, which wasn’t a very good idea as Nurse has obviously
come out for a bit of a breather from her patient - well, why else should
she have come out? She describes at full length exactly how Phaedra is
behaving, but might as well have saved her trouble because 1.384 the
Palace doors are slid back and we view for ourselves the beautiful tableau

as follows; Phaedra is flopped. on golden couch in her underwear, hair all

over the plece, tearful mask; handmaids proffer robes bedecked with
purple and gold, yrian scarlet, Chinese silk, jewellery too — but no, she

rejects them all. Finally she sands up in a revolting hagy shift with
a string girdle, quiver in left hand, Thessalian spear in right — er, do

you really want a crescent shield there too, or is that poetic licence?
Oh, a simile. — No shield, smarmy. -

“You haven’t indicated, where you want the doors shut, Seneca. hat
about straight after Phaedra’s dressin scene, seeing that Hippolytus is
due to arrive back soon, if I remember correctly? Fine — Phaedra is tucked
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back into Palace and Nurse is left alone with the Chorus, who tell her
rather sharply to shut up groaning and pray to Diana. I must say it’s
hardly surprising that the prayer does no good. Pretty tactless of
Nurse to insult the goddess with references to a past folly of hers, but
1 suppose you know best, Seneca, you’re the poett

“Then what do you know — here comes Hippolytus back home already, out
of luck it’s obvious, or he wouldn’t have deserted his fellow hunters.
Nurse has a quick mumble, blaming Phaedra for what she’s about to do, and
around 1.430 begins wending aged steps towards Hippolytus. — Smarmy, note
description of Nurse’s mask. - The aged steps stop in front of Hippolytus
during 40—odd lines of beautiful Stoicurism you might say - haw haw Seneca
old man, seriously now, take a pat on the back for Hippolytus’s reply. It
really does you credit. It’s got nothing original anvhere in the thought
to cloud their appreciation of that sparkling wit of yours. — Hey, Smarmy,
get that “worried gold.” bit — never heard anything like it, have you? —

Nurse drinks it all in with bated breath, all 88 lines of it; then we
get the pace hotting up a bit, but not enough for Phaedra who’s been listen
ing at the keyhole and at 1.533 flings herself out of the palace. Overcome
by Hipp’s proximity, she does a belly—flop on the stage, and is re—erected
by Hippolytus himself. Great stuff. Nurse describes all this as well,
just in case the audience are looking elsewhere at the time. Back on her
pins, Phaedra evades Hippolytus’s questions by a short communion with her
soul, then aeks him for a private interview; after looking round vaguely,
Hippolytus asures her that there are no retainers lurking in the corners,
overlooking Nurse and the sympathetic Athenians, Seneca, how does ne know
they’re sympathetic?

“Now we have a nice little dialogue interspersed bj a couple more floorflops executed by Phaedra near Hippolytus’s feet, at lines 667 and 703.
Stung by the second threatened assault on his knees, followed, by an even
nastier attack on his upper torso, Hippolytus grabs his stepmother by the
hair with his left hand and poises his sword ever her neck with his riht,
while telling the audience what he’s doing in case they get the wrong idea,
and gradually edging over to the statue of Diana at the same time. — Incidentally, Smarmy, the statue has an altar; and Hippolytus is wearing a sword.O.K.? — Phaedra’s little speech is uttered with her neck bent back and
pressed lightly by sword — Smarn, we’d better put Bullio into this part,don’t you think? He’s the strcrgest and finally Hippolytus casts herand swod to the floor and. rushes off shouting wildly,

‘Now if you don’t mind a criticism, Seneca, this next bit is very hazyfrom my point of view and I need your help. Nurse stands vTinging herhands over Phaedra’s insensible body and works out another little plot, outloud for the audience’s benefit, while the Chorus look on in mute sympathy.Correct? Then who exactly is Nurse yelling to in 1.725? Does she mean theindoor slaves? That must be it — she knows she can rely on the Chorus notto let her down, and the slaves wouldn’t expect Athenian citizens to doanything helpful at a time of crisis. So out come these slaves andcarry Phaedra back into the house while Nurse trots alongside talking cheer—sully and carrying the sword, thus clearing the stage nicely for the Chorusto speak in safety. But can you beat the hypocrisy of these people?They’ve kept quiet all the time Hipolytiis was being so grossly slanderedby that Nurse, out of sympathy with Phaedra you told me, and now they turnround and tell us how sorry they are for the poor young man and what astinker they think Phaedra is - Smarmy, that twitch of yours is comingback, I see. Do you want a rest for five minutes? No? Right, tress onthen. -

iiNtVRS[Y. ]
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“Line 829 enter Theseus plus regal dignity, pale—cheeked high—held
head and stiff dirty hair, all carefully described by Chorus in case the
stage manager can’t imagine what a man coming back from Hell would look

like; and in case vie haven’t realised by now that it’s Theseus, he stands
talking about his nasty experiences in the underworld and how he escaped
until ho’s quite sure everyone in the audience must have got the message,
at which point he is interrupted by wails off. Nurse comes at his shout
to give him the gun, accompanied by at least 2 slaves, used first in 1.863
to open up the Palace doors so that Phaedra and Theseus can exchange a few
remarks across the threshold, then later to threaten the Nurse with chains,
at which point Phaedra capitulates and tells her fib, — Getting on well
now, eh Smarmy? I’m ready for my dinner, aren’t you? — Seneca, you haven’t
told us what happens to Nurse after that. I know she’s got to be the
Messenger in the next scene, but you ought to have finished her off better.
Presumably you mean her to run away into the Palace after being threatened
by the slaves - she must be feeling pretty weary anyway, long day for an
old. lady — Smarmy, take note of description of Hippolytus’s sword which
Phaedra has been waving about since the doom re opened — ivory hilt em
bossed with figures, that’s right. — Who does Phaedra point at when she
says “these”, 1.901? The chorus, or the 2 slaves? Oh, all right, minor
point, but I’ve got to put this show on the stage, remember. And what
does Phaedra do while Theseus is cursing his Son? Do you want her back
in the palace before then, or before the Choral Ode? Seneca, old on, it’s
unhappily obvious to an old stager like me that you’re a greenhorn at this
business. Next time, do try to make these things a little clearerL

“I take it that Theseus is supposed to hang round through the Ode
until the weeping messenger comes in at 1.989 to bring the news that Neptune
has fulfilled his fatal promise; and he has to hang round for quite a bit
loiger until the messenger has got through the gory details. Ye mortal
gods, but that’s a good bit, almost as good as the circus. You suffer
in sympathy with every verbal rip. The sadists will be writhing in their
seats - glorious What’s that you say? An idea you’ve got? You want the
huntsmen to arrive in procession? — Hey, listen to this, Smarmy, the man’s
got something. — Imagine a solemn line of huntsmen, beginning about 1.1110,
entering one by one, each man with a piece of Hippolytus in his arms and
depositing it on the growing pile on the ground, then moving round to stand
with the others in silent grief at the back What vision Masterly,
masterly. — Smarmy, do try to control your twitch for a little longer. It
makes me quite nervous, watching your shoulders jerk. —

“A nice non—committal ode by the Chorus, and then comes the Grand
Slam, ‘ailing off; enter Phaedra with that sword again — do I detect
a note of boredom in Theseus’s question 1.1056? She makes her confession
after addressing in succession Neptune, Theseus, Hippolytus’s remains —

is that offering of hair torn out or cut off by the sword? Pity, I like
the sword, personally — herself, death, Athens, Theseus again, Hippolytus
again, Theseus again, and finally shuts herself up by thrusting the sword
into her wicked heart and falling dead beside the heap of Hippolytus.
Correct, Seneca? — Trick sword, Smarmy. —

‘And there stands Theseus, alone, upright beside his fallen wife and
his mangled son, and laments in our friend’s so beautifully-turned language,
until the Chorus thinks it’s about time Hippolytus was buried, and the two
servants bring the bits — there must be a bier there somewhere, Smarmy - a

bit closer so that Theseus can do the jigsaw puczle. Here’s where the
sawdust comes in. I say, Seneca, I’ve got a great idea for the remains.
.hat about the bits left over from the previous day’s circus? Ideal, don’t
you think? Of course it means depriving the lions which might be a bit
difficult. But think of the effect when Theseus picks up a few choice
morsels, dripping with gore, and hugs them to his breastL What a treat the
people are getting, boy oh boy.
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“Let’s just gallop through to the end now and then work out what
we need. Theseus fiddles around for a while putting things in order;
picks up a bit and looks at it doubtfully all round, then puts it in a
vacant space — did you speak, Smarmy? — ; gazes into the face; takes
off the jewellery he wore in Hell, and puts it on the bier; gives
orders to the onlookers to open the doors, wail, build a pyre, chase
runaway bits of Hippoiytu.s in the fields, and bury nasty Phaedra nice
and deap; stands wondering v!hat to do himself and finally decides to
go into the Palace — to deal with Nursey, Seneca? Right, that’s it.
That just leaves the cuestion of props. — Smarmy, take this down, if you
can stop yourself heaving; one battered head, some big chunks, a right
hand, a left hand, a - oh no. No, oh no. O.K. Smarmy, you can go, and
thanks a lot. —

“Seneca, my friend, listen to me. This here play is for the ,
remember? They may be dim in some ways, but they’re mighty quick in
others, and I’m telling you, since you’ve obviously still got many illus
ions, that they’re quickest of all at taking things the wrong way. For a
public performance, lines l265-l267 just will not do, especially in this
day and age, and if you insist on keeping them, I flatly refuse to have
anything more to do with you and your beastly play, and that’s my last
word”

(.iritten w.th very close reference to the Loeb text and translation of
Seneca’s Phaedra, and to Loon Hermann’s article in the 1924 Rerue Belge
de Philologie, demonstrating that many of Seneca’s tragedies, including
this one, were written with a theatrical performance in view. Clarence
Kendell’s book “Our Seneca” had something to do with it too.)

ROS;lY BAHCROFT
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THE MODERN GREEK LANGUAGE PROBLEM

vhat would be the reaction if an announcement wasmade by Parlia
mnt that it had been agreed in principle that, since Shakespeare
marks the climax of British culture and civilisation (assuming,
that is, that such was the case), all of Britain should aim at us
ing the language tha was current in his tirnes,both in speaking and
writing, and in the future aU education should be directed to this
end? Everyone, I suppose, would react by saying that the idea was
absurd.. In the first place, one cannot force a people to speak a
rpe of English vhich does not come naturally to it. Secondly, langu
age is not an end in itself, but merely a means of expressing thoughts
and. ideas0 It is always the contents of speech which is the most
important thing, not the words and phrases in which it is couched.
And thirdly, what proof is there, anyway, that by speaking a more
noble trpe of English, the English nation would. itself become more
noble?

Despite all these objections, such a zituation does, and has,
existed for many centuries in Greece. Let no one think that this
is something to be laughed at and forgotten. It is an integral
part of modern Greek life, and, incidentally, something that almost
all European countries have gone through at one time or another.
The roots of this Greek 6v1’XwççCc. can be traced. back to the second.
century AD. By then, ordinary spoken Greek had. changed considerably
from the days of Pericles, and a movement called Atticisia came about
which regretted this st.te of affairs. The Atticists felt that
this was the reason why Greece had declined. from the golden age of
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Plato and. Demosthenes, and they urged. all Greeks
to start speaking and writing Attic Greek again. This, they thought,
would remedy the deplorable stage of affa..rs That this was imprac
ticable they would not accept — indeed, it can be questioned whether
such an idea ever occurred to them. It all boiled down to education,
they felt.

The Byzantine Empire. a Christian Roman Empire, but far more
Greek than Roman, adopted this idea. ll educated people, every
body who was anybody, tried to be able to speak and. write a sort
of Greek which was as Classical as possible0 Most of their attempts
were feeble, but not all. An educated. man like Michae]. Psellos, as
late as the eleventh century, could. write a type of Classical Greek
which was even more Classical than Classical Greek itself, a language
which contained more duals, for example, than one could. find in any
genuine Attic writer. It was only in the provinces and among the
uneducated oi’. floXXot in Byzantium itself that the demotic, or normal
spoken Greek of that period was used for literary purposes, and the
literature produced in this natural language consisted mainly of
poetry which was handed down by oral tradition, and of which only a
small proportion has reached us.

The Classicizing trend in official and literary Greek continued
until the 1880s, through the capture of Constantinople by the
‘Christian’ crusaders in 1204, the final overthrow of the Byzantine
Empire by the Turks in 1453, and the final and successful ‘I71C’OL,

the revolt of the Greeks aainst Turkish rule, beun in ld2l, which
ended with the foundation of modern Greece in 1829. Archaic Greek —

to call it Classical Greek would be a travesty much of it was no
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more Classical than the attempts of some xeter University students at
writing Greek proses — flourished among the educated, the demotic only
among the ?plebs, among those, that is, who were simply not inteili—
gent or educated enough to write the Archaic language0 The first
signs of a literature worthy of the nane which used the demotic con
sciously as its normal means of expreion appeared in Crete in the
period between 1500 and 1669, This ti.rst of literary enerr came to
its end when, in 1669, the Turks engulfed this island. But it was a
start, and although it was not immedibely noticed on the Greek mainland,
already under Turkish domination, itr influence was to penetrate and
to provide a valuable precedent for later literature0

The next developmen j2he history of our problem occurred in
the years between l7807pcimately. Greece was now ready to revolt
against the Turks, and, in connection with the new national movement,
the ].anguage problem idsed its head again. In the new country, the
‘plebs’ would have to play their part, and they would be in need of
education and knowledge of their glorious ancient past — but in what
language? The demotic, with its many dialects and its alleged vul—
garity and baseness was rejected, but so was the ultra-archaic lang
uage, on the grounds of being too alien to the ordinary spoken langu—
age understood by most people. A compromise was reached with the adopt
ion of a new language, the Kapeouaa , or purified Greek, as de
vised by Adamantios Korais. This was a purified (strictly speaking
‘purifying’) Greek in the sense that it claimed to purify the modern
language from ‘vulgar’ and ‘base’ expressions eupposed to be the re—
suit of the many years of foreign occupation. V!ith the establishment
of the new Greek Kingdom in 1829, this Katharevousa was adopted as its
official language0 There even grew up a literary school, the Old
School of Athens, which utilized it fo the production of literature.
But, while this :ias happening on the mainland, another literary school
developed in the lonian islands, which mac.e use of the demotic language
as its means of literary expression, just as the Cretan school did be
fore0 The lonian School of literature produced works of higher liter
ary merit than those of most members of the Old School of Athens.

The most decisive stage in the strugle of the dernotic to become
the literary language of Greece was reached in the l8SOs0 In 1888,
loannis Psychari, the champion of the demotic, published his famous
book T Tat6 Iou (‘My Journey’). Under the disguise of a travel
book written by a Greek professor in ris on a trip to his native
land, Psychari demonstrated, both in principal and in practice (for
the book is written in an extreme derctic), that work of literature
could be written in the language spoken by the, man in the street.
Psychari had to fight for many years, but his influence, and the in
fluence of his followers in Greece, who formed the New School of
Athens, a literary school which used the demotic both in prose and
verse, finally prevailed, and the demotic won the day in the literary
field after a period of 1700 years of existence. Literature in
Greece began to be written — and is still written today — in the lang
uage used by the people. The older kind of literature which utecl
the stilted archaic Greek was usually too artificial, and was too
often concerned not so much with what it said as with how ‘purely’
it said it.

There, no doubt, the matter would have rested. In time, the
demotic would have prevailed everywhere, as it prevailed in the field
of literature. But problems arose. The Katharevousa still looked
modern and ‘demotic’ enough for many people - and, to make it worse,
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the Language Prob]em was now turaed into a political issue. The dem—
otic, being ‘the Larguage of the PeoIe, Lame to be idetifiea with
the Left, and. the i.a3, na,.Ur , ca:a to the support of the
Kaharevoaaa. The ru.::e rr;e Lerb hie c•o:c.nist Paaty, hae even
formed their own 2 iaflgLr.a3 ::‘ i nu.ehensible to the
cornimil people as U; t :h’ more •ad. eere is now also a
social side to the 12; “n; :;.:bl .e JCeJia:evousa has come to
be a sort of eta h iu . :L The e . .:.e G:.-e wou].d no more speak in
the Katharevoua to 1’: hao than :::ago Eaglishman would say
to the Qucen, v:hai. mLLe :r, ‘Ha]J0 car , but he will quite
openly and without an,r qu;n:J put i .a’ w; on ta]king to people whoa
he does not know inttoate].j and to v:hnu he believes he should show
reoect. nd so the Pro:1en is maroh5ng on

A sort of solu.tia oe.n to be r:1zh’r U;s eupearance at the
moment0 As ed.uca°ioa is Lccouinn ncru eroad — and education in
Greece is run by the state, d in the c’ific:a]. language of the state,
the Kathurevousa — mc;:e aul. more peJe rc acqulring a knowledge of
the official lanu.agc.. a ne.i cnronise is now taking place —

not7 this time, b.twecn a aahLy arcLo and. a drmotic languaae,
but between the dmoilc cal the Kath:evousa, itself a compromise.
The result is that a new te:a of Crc-oh :s now du :elo ping, a langu;ge
called the Sim’].e Kot. cre.’: cc, viiic1 c:;Lic.z a2pects of the two mod
ern longuages h]-hwr tis may leU -c a snJn;Ion of Lhe Language
Problem or not is stiLl ci .ult to cy It is a poosblity

Bat is this a] 1 rece a problea iho sccl a cud lnguists? Is
it something which 6- nt (2-learn - rnn n the street? Not entirely.
It is very difficult fcr a, foced t .blue of th.is sort, to
understand fully who situa .:J:- m-.lies, No one has
ever actually suggc’i-L] ies: e shcc ii. wriLu or speak like Shakes
peare3 JThcre?s hic aih l i1or ta :-h:s, however, the Language
Problem is socn.etlnrw : to li-ie i; L e,,r day, and it has
caused problems at ew.y -.-n E; :wr being carried out in the
Katharevousa, stuwn and .caehers av.: to loam to speak it during
lessons and lectures — a . nao-on :reir :conb of the days past, when
much of the educaU.en in 1.-c. a’i ,oean urivessities was carried
out in Latin. The pepere no viritu ;nc.h!.y in the Katharevousa. The
Church, which is a very inr]b 1x :;oac1 io Greece, uses a tpe of
Katharevousa in its oficl —ili-,he l]. official publications
and. correenondence, oe v:hh: as most b 1 tesa corosponcIence, are carried
out in the Kathare’rou’-a .L! oa oiEhn have the spectacle
of speeches being 6:1 i, erc. :n hee )h “.: :row.a -ith interruptions made
in the demotic. ?iamu in ;. -r!urcYn.. n th:’ Katharevoasa — though,
of course, you oILier eL in -Lb. a--the, In fact, everything
that is of a pubiia a ri c .Ja,L nat ec c dted. in the official
language., Thus the e:dhrj- Laeek1 :. .e L; &thing to do with
public or official lit, s has to lwwn h’e Ka.tharevouaa0 Even
in literature, the c-nay kiint of pub:Liu activihy where the demotic langu
age has won acceptance, oi’u still fioc’’ eopie using the Katharevousa —

especially so in prose of i.i. n:aniati-on . Wri. a o: information or re
search written in prsen are oien jrrgn:. as roectionary or revolutionary
eccording to the sort of iaLan used by L-11c anhor0

Thus the Language problem, and the flecessity to learn the official
language, has still a prom . -d effect c he life of the average Greek.
Not allowed to use, on so a eir public rc1. official occasions, the langu
age which comes naturehey te them, the C-s-elms labour under a difficulty
which has, in the past, bci.. raoaired teUr cuhGmral growth and the
development of their nation in the political sphere.

Robert D. Kutt.
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N.J. Pobble’s “Complete Guide to Victorian Scholarship” (10 volumes)
O.U.P. £37. 12. 6d. First published 1921, reprinted and enlarged 1968.

e are pleased to see this magnificent work again in circulation,
after 47 years of unjustified and utter neglect. The scandalologist
will of course recall the furore that followed upon its first public
ation, due to the author’s unparalleled mastery of suggestive descrip
tion and intimate knowledge of the varied and often disgusting private
habits of certain scholars. The main points of interest to the en—
quiring mind are the publishing (for the first time, in Appendix A
to Volume 5) of the celebrated love letters of J.B. Humberton—Fugg,
the great Aristotelian scholar; details of the orgiastic parties ‘4

of Fenriimore J. Flump, the Oxford Plautologist; the sad decline of
Rev. Dr. A, Pilford-Bright, found dancing naked in the Bodleian;
the polyhedral relationship among certain Fellows of Trinity, lead
ing to the notorious and unexplained murder of Rev. i.J. Frufflecloth,
shortly before the due completion of his “Liber de moralibus
Imperatorum Romanoru.m” ; by no means below this high standard are
the selections from the obscene poetry of the famous Latinist Dr.
Oswald Ditche0 The University Press must be congratulated upon the
uu.a1 sumptuous quality of layout, and for the excellence of the
plates and the clarity of the diagrams. The indices are comprehen—
sive and accurate, especially Index IV — Private Life.

F’ulbert Hith
(uetdo0 nv)

The following letter has recently been received by the Editor:

The Ballard Essay Prize

I should be glad if you could bring this competition to the atten
tion of students who have recently contributed to your journal because
essays on any topics which have been published in student journals are
now eligible for the competition,

A prize of £20 is offered to the winner of the Ballard Essay Com
petition. Students who are eligible whilst studying at the University
and for one year after leaving, are invited to submit an essay of not
more than 5,000 words on one of the following topics:

Student Unrest, Surgery and Ethics, Science Fiction as an Art
Forii, Moon Landing, The Decline of the Cinema0

Alternatively, competitors may submit an essay on any topic which
has been published in a student journal.

Entries, stating the Competitor’s name, course of study, and.
the name of the journal in which the article appeared, (where relevant),
should be sent to:

Miss P.S. Cunljffe
Room 109,
Northcote House

by 31 December, 1969


